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Abstract

Experimental Manifestations of Topology and the Development of a Non-Local

Conductivity Apparatus

by

Patrick G. LaBarre

Topology is a branch of mathematics that describes the connectedness of

closed surfaces. In condensed matter, ideas from topology have been used to clas-

sify electronic and magnetic states. Here we discuss how topological considerations

arise in three different contexts: Bulk transport in a Weyl semimetal, sub-gap ex-

citations in a magnetization plateau, and quantum oscillations in a topological

Kondo insulator. In the Weyl semimetal candidate, Y2Ir2O7, below T = 60K

a bulk transport signature emerges that follows ρ = ρ0T
−4 consistent with the

thermally screened charged impurity (TSCI) model for a charge compensated dis-

ordered Weyl semimetal. Surprisingly the T−4 behavior extends far beyond the

Ioffe-Regel criterion kf l ∼ O(1) similar in spirit to the so-called “bad metals”

such as SrRuO3, suggesting Y2Ir2O7 is a ’bad’ Weyl semimetal. The metamagnet

CeSb showcases a manifestation of topological quantization involving only local

magnetic moments where sub-gap mini-plateaus that imply broken translational

symmetry in a 2D ferromagnetic sublattice emerge within the 1/3rd magnetically

ordered plateau state. Additionally, the specific heat increases within the 1/3rd

plateau incorporating up to 10% of the total spin entropy identifying the coex-

istence of seemingly non-interacting ∆Sz = 0 excitations. We also measured the

low temperature high field specific heat of Al-flux grown SmB6 to further un-

derstand the presence of de Haas van Alphen (dHvA) oscillations and absence of

Shubnikov de Haas (SdH) oscillations in this material. We found experimental

xiii



support for Magnetoquantum Oscillations in the specific heat of heavy excitations,

that coexist with light effective mass dHvA oscillations, the amplitude of which

grow dramatically below ∼ T = 0.5K. This anomalous growth deviates from

Lifshitz-Kosevich behavior as expected from the formation of a magnetoexciton-

condensate. Lastly, we developed an apparatus and software for the measurement

of non-local resistance signatures as a general probe for the discovery and study

of topological transport phenomena.
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Chapter 1

Theoretical Concepts

This chapter will give a brief overview of the relevant theory for the topics

discussed throughout this dissertation. A contextual understanding and motiva-

tion will be provided for a broad understanding of these works of which in depth

analyses and explanations will be elaborated on in each chapter.

1.1 Topology

The study of topology originated from a mathematical context and lends

itself to many complicated forms of topological spaces or sets of points with a

distinct characteristic structure such as n-dimensional Euclidean spaces [18, 19].

Conserved topological properties arising from a topological space are of a par-

ticular interest where from a physical perspective one looks at the resulting con-

served quantities due to continuous deformations, for example twisting, folding,

and stretching an object in Euclidean space. These conserved properties are known

as topological invariants and represent characteristic quantities that are indepen-

dent to various perturbations.

1



Let us use the classic example to establish this point. One topologically

invariant quantity in three-dimensional Euclidean space is the type of geometric

shape. In order for a three-dimensional object to be topologically different from

another object the two must have a different number of holes or genus, g. This

is most easily illustrated by noting the differences between a sphere and a donut,

shown in Fig. 1.1. There is no possible way, via continuous deformation, to turn

the sphere into a donut. The only way one can make the two objects the same

is by introducing a hole to the sphere or filling the hole of the donut. This same

Figure 1.1: Basic example of a topological invariant, the number of holes in the
geometric shape specifies the type of invariant. A sphere has a genus of 0, a donut
and a coffee cup have a genus of 1.

reasoning then tells us that, from a topological standpoint, a coffee cup is identical

to a donut.

Genus is a very famous topological invariant that was forged from the

connection between topology and differential geometry. Gauss-Bonnet theorem

proves that the integral of the curvature, K, of the set of points that comprise the

closed surface, S, is quantized [20], as shown in Eq. 1.1. The genus of an object is

then related to the Euler characteristic, n, by n = 2(1− g) where n is an integer.

1
2π

∫
S
K = n (1.1)

2



Within condensed matter, the excitement then arises analogously as it has been

shown that there are other physically meaningful topological spaces for which

topological invariants exist [21]. Such spaces are defined as manifolds wherein the

topological space locally resembles that of real space. Here we reiterate that the

basic nature of topological order means that the characterization quantities are

independent of small perturbations.

The connection between topology and energy eigenstates is illustrated

simply in the case of a free electron in the presence of a magnetic field. Here

an overall phase offset of the wavefunction is introduced due to quantized cyclic

processes for various excitations. For instance, a free electron in the presence of a

magnetic field exhibits the cyclic process of cyclotron motion where the angular

frequency of its orbit, which is related to its eigenstate energy, is quantized. The

energy is shown in Eq. 1.2 for an electron confined to the x-y plane with a magnetic

field applied along the z-axis where N is a non-negative integer, ~ is Planck’s

constant and ω is the cyclotron frequency.

EN = ~ω(N + 1/2) (1.2)

This quantization causes the electron to pick up a geometric phase offset, known

as the Berry Phase, γ, as it completes its real space closed loop cyclotron orbit,

a result in this case of the curl of the electrons wavefunction in k-space (k is

crystal momentum) or the Berry curvature, F (k) [22]. This curvature defines a

quantization condition known as the Chern number, C, the surface integral of the

out-of-plane component of the Berry Curvature over the first Brillouin zone (BZ)
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shown in Eq. 1.3 for a single band.

Cn = 1
2π

∫
BZ

F (k)ndk (1.3)

A Chern number of zero indicates that the system of excitations is topologically

trivial in that the introduced Berry phase is 0 or integer multiples of 2π. In our

mathematical motivation, this would be equivalent to a spherical object that has

a genus, g = 0 or an object with no holes.

To develop the distinction of topological and non-topological phases of

matter one must recall the Landau paradigm that asserts distinct phases of matter

are characterized by their symmetries [23]. This paradigm classifies the entire

many-body system in terms of local symmetries such that the physical properties

of the system can be determined distinctly from the crystal lattice symmetries and

the atomic properties. Interestingly, topological phases differ from Landau phases

in that they originate from intrinsic non-local symmetries. The nonlocality of these

symmetries, for example as defined by an integral like the Gauss-Bonnet theorem,

is a source of great excitement in the condensed matter community, since if a

property is not defined locally, then it also cannot be destabilized by local defects

or fluctuations. One such Gauss-Bonnet like integral that allows the classification

of such non-local properties has been shown to arise from topological invariants of

electron bands. In this context, our n-dimensional space is that of 3-dimensional

k-space where properties of excitations, such as electrons or spinwaves, can be

extracted by using information about the allowed eigenstates (Bloch’s Theorem)

[24] and local vs nonlocal symmetries can be mathematically identified.

When electronic bands of two non-local symmetries are close to each other

in k-space they can form what is known as a Dirac point [25], a point in k-space
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in which two non-locally symmetric bands intersect. Considering this within the

band theory of solids we find a rather surprising result. Bloch’s theorem and wave-

particle duality allow for the treatments of excitations in a solid within a periodic

potential as a free particle by assigning an effective mass,m∗, relative to that of the

particle in vacuum. This yields, in regions of k-space with parabolic energy bands,

a dispersion relation for allowed states similar to that of a free electron where the

electron bare mass is replaced by an effective mass, E(k) = ~ω = ~2k2/2m∗ [26].

Clearly since the effective mass approximation requires a quadratic dispersion,

when the bands exhibit linear dispersion, as for instance close to a Dirac point,

then the mass is considered zero, in analogy with photon dispersion [27]. The non-

interacting formation of non-local electronic bands can lead to novel phenomena

that stem from massless excitations when the Fermi level lies in the vicinity of

the Dirac point, a band structure of which yields a non-zero Chern number [28].

An example of novel phenomena arises when calculating the cyclotron frequency,

ωc, using the conventional approach where ωc = eH/mc, where H is the applied

magnetic field, e the electron charge, and c the speed of light. Clearly this formula

cannot be used for Dirac bands.

One of the first realizations of the importance of nonzero Chern numbers,

which represent topological invariants protected against smooth deformations such

as changes in lattice constant with temperature, or trace defects and impurities,

arose from the prediction of quantized edge states for 2D electron systems. This

quantization of course refers to the integer quantum Hall effect where the interac-

tion of charged particles with strong magnetic fields results in universal values for

the quantized electrical conductance [29]. Extrapolating this to the three dimen-

sional case it has been shown that strong spin orbit coupling (SOC), can have a

similar effect as the role of the magnetic field, providing an intrinsic origin for time
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reversal symmetry breaking and identifying strong SOC materials as promising

candidates from a topological perspective [30]. The identification of topological

invariants e.g., as defined above in Eq. 1.3 for charged particle systems [31], has

garnered a great deal of interest and has led to a new focus on physical phenomena

that is intrinsically protected against perturbations as defined by specific cases of

electronic band structures.

Prior to a topological understanding of edge/surface states, the metallic

surface/edge states were assumed to be physically identical to states arising from

Landau phases. Topological protections, however, as defined by the non-local

symmetries that lead to edge and surface excitations tell us that these states are

formed from distinct systems with different properties. One such class of systems

are Topological Insulators (TIs). Topological Insulators exhibit an electrically

insulating bulk state that coexists with a metallic surface or edge state for 3D

or 2D systems, respectively. The emergence of a robust metallic surface while

the bulk of the material remains in an insulating state has fueled exceptional

experimental efforts into the understanding, identification, and application of TIs

resulting in 7000+ publications over the last 15 years, according to the Web of

Science global citation database. Topological Insulators have most generally been

shown to occur in small band gap semiconductors with strong spin orbit coupling

[29]. This is primarily related to the scaling of the spin orbit interaction strength

which is bounded between Z2 and Z4 where Z is the atomic number[32, 1], an

example of which is shown in Fig. 1.2. As the strength of the SOC interaction

of the outermost electrons) shaded region Fig. 1.2) approaches the magnitude

of the energy gap, a phenomenon known as band inversion can occur where the

ordering of the conduction band and the valence band becomes inverted over a

range of values in k-space [33]. This parameterization lends itself to the 4d and 5d
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Figure 1.2: Spin orbit coupling strength vs atomic number for selected atomic
series where the outermost electrons populate the shaded region setting an upper
bound on SOC strength of 0.2 Ry. Figure reproduced from [1].

transition metals which possess large SOC interactions where the energy gap is of

the order or smaller in magnitude than the SOC strength. We can then see from

Fig. 1.2 that an upper bound for SOC mediated band inversion is approximately

0.2Ry or 2.72eV . For typical semiconductors such as Silicon the energy gap is

∼1.12eV , however for most of the heavy elements being considered (eg Ru, Ir),

the SOC energy is around 50mRy or 0.68eV . Thus only semiconductors with gaps

substantially smaller than silicons can undergo such band inversion.

The phenomenon of two bands crossing in k-space without undergoing
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the usual interaction that lifts the degeneracy at the crossing point was originally

discussed by Conners Herring as an accidental band crossing [34]. Interestingly, if

the Fermi level coincides with the band crossing point, such as one caused by an

accidental crossing, then the Dirac formalism implies there is a degeneracy of left

moving and right moving particles which can be distinguished by their chirality

or handedness. For example, when a Dirac point is formed due to the crossing

of an electron-like and a hole-like band this forms the basis for a system that

will produce spin polarized edge or surface modes [35]. As shown in the famous

Dirac equation when kinetic energy dominates, and the dispersion becomes linear,

the Dirac equation can be decoupled into two equations where the eigenstates of

the two have different chirality’s [36]. As shown in Eq. 1.4 where ψR/L is the

two-component spinor for right- (positive energy states) or left-handed (negative

energy states) excitations, c is the speed of light in vacuum, σ is the vector of

Pauli matrices, and p is the momentum operator.

i~∂0ψR/L = ±c(σ · p)ψR/L (1.4)

Positive energy states have spin aligned with momentum and negative energy

states have spin anti-aligned with momentum and so the sign of the charged

excitations for each band effectively the dictates the chirality of the excitations.

The Dirac point of a linear crossing intersection of surface bands for the first

experimentally determined 3D TI, Bi2Te3 [2], is shown in Fig. 1.3.

In TI’s, spin orbit coupling imbues a spin dependence in the bandstructure

of the surface modes such that excitations arising from the linear bands can have

distinct spin polarizations. In the case of an insulator or a semiconducting material

that possesses the appropriate bandstructure, with a bulk energy gap large enough
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Figure 1.3: ARPES measurements of the 3D topological insulator Bi2Te3. The
figure identifies the gap between the bulk conduction and bulk valence bands along
with the crossing of the surface state bands and the formation of the Dirac point.
Figure reproduced from [2]

to suppress thermal excitation across the gap, then there should be spin polarized

edge or surface modes [37]. Topological Insulators have been discussed as having

potential importance for the field of spintronics as the class of materials lends itself

to many forms of electronic switching, memory, charge current to spin current,

and logic operations [38].

To this point, the main effect of topology was to distinguish novel surface

states from the bulk where TIs produced a surface modem by means of surface

band crossings. Over the past few decades, however, it has been shown that there
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exists another class of systems in which the linear band crossing occurs in the

bulk [39]. One such class of non-trivial topological systems are Weyl semimetals

(WSMs), a system that, similar to TI surface modes, possesses opposite chirality

pairs of linearly intersecting bands of which the pairs are linked by Fermi arcs in

momentum space [4]. Fermi arcs are a distinctly 3D materials phenomena that

occur in WSM’s where Weyl cones or a set of Dirac cones are linked at the nodal

points of the same energy via the surface BZ producing surface states [3], a di-

agram of which is shown in Fig. 1.4. This band crossing manifests in a similar

manner to that explained for 2D bands where instead of having a band crossing

of energy vs one k-space dimension, there is the formation of a conical crossing

called a Dirac cone where linear bands intersect as a function of energy and two

k-space dimensions (see leftmost diagram in Fig. 1.4). Importantly, in WSM sys-

tems the linear band crossings occur in the bulk, the linking of which produces

surface states. In TIs the linear band crossing is manifested in the surface BZ

and results in surface states. The linked Weyl cones remarkably present the abil-

ity to transport a current with net chirality since velocities of electron-like and

hole-like excitations are different, due to the different sign of the two bands that

cross. If current is then only passed in one direction, the resulting current flow

has a net chirality. One measurable property resulting from this phenomena is

a negative longitudinal magnetoresistance, an experimental indicator for WSM

phases [40, 41]. In the presence of parallel electric and magnetic fields the chiral

current will lead to the suppression of back scattering of opposite chirality elec-

trons with increasing field [42, 43], a diagram of which is shown in Fig. 1.5. The

identification of such systems, however, has relied primarily on the observation of

linearly dispersing bands and of Fermi arcs in the surface states by angle resolved

photoemission spectroscopy. While negative longitudinal magnetoresistance has
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Figure 1.4: k-space drawings of the surface states that arise from Fermi arcs of
a pair of Weyl cones. The blue and red conic sections represent the linear band
crossings and the pink sheet shows how the Fermi arc links the nodes in the bulk
to the surface of the BZ. Figure reproduced from [3]

been observed in several WSM candidates [29, 44, 45, 46], this effect, while un-

usual does occur in other contexts. One context is current jetting where a strong

directional current bias emerges due to large magnetic anisotropy [47]. Another

is ionized impurity scattering [48]. As such, differentiating between these effects

and the chiral anomaly can be experimentally challenging.

The bulk band crossings in WSM systems result in 2D and 3D topological

states presenting new and interesting opportunities as states of non-topological

origin will coexist with the emergent bulk WSM states. This further motivates

a close examination of the physical properties of topologically non-trivial mate-

rials and the development/standardization of low energy probes, or probes that

operate on comparable energy scales to the excitations with which they are prob-

ing. The prospect of topological devices lends credence to the determination and
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Figure 1.5: Depiction of chiral current meditated by the zeroth landau level of
a Weyl semimetal. Figure reproduced from [4]

understanding of these novel phases of matter as they will leverage the low en-

ergy physics, which is accessed via transport studies, as opposed to ARPES which

probes band structure over a wide energy range. Topology, however, appears in

many forms, as we will show in a few of the other studies discussed here.

As previously mentioned, one of the first realizations of topological trans-

port is the famed integer quantum hall effect. In the ordinary Hall effect, when

an external magnetic field is applied transverse to the direction of current flow,

the Lorentz force creates a transverse voltage, the sign of which indicates the

sign of the mobile charge carrier. This transverse voltage yields a Hall resistivity,

ρxy, which defines the Hall Coefficient, RH = ρxy/H, [24], that depends only on
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properties of the material itself as

RH = − 1
ne

(1.5)

where n is the carrier density and e is the charge of an electron. In contrast, in

the integer quantum Hall effect the Hall resistivity is quantized as

Rxy = − h

e2v
(1.6)

where h is Planck’s constant and v is an integer (1,2,3. . . ) a result of the for-

mation of Landau Levels [49], a depiction of which is shown in Fig. 1.6 for a

two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG). Remarkably the steps in the transverse re-

sistance are universal exceptionally flat ∼ 20nΩ/Ω [50, 51] and do not depend on

material properties. As is shown in Fig. 1.6 at large magnetic fields the trans-

verse resistance takes on discrete quantized steps which are so well defined that

the quantum hall effect is used as an international standard of resistance[52]. For

increasing magnetic field, the spacing between allowed energy levels begins to

broaden the broadening of which causes each energy level to sequentially pass

through the Fermi energy (increasing slope between steps of the transverse re-

sistance in Fig. 1.6) where the resistance plateaus correspond to the energy gaps

between each Landau Level.

The Landau level filling factor, v, is set by the quantization condition

v = p/q where p is the number of electrons and q is the number of magnetic

flux quanta. This filling factor also works out to be, as was shown by Thouless,

Kohmoto, Nightingale, and Nijs [53], the sum of all Chern numbers from each

isolated filled band which, in the famed TKNN formula, states that the Hall
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Figure 1.6: Transverse resistance vs. External magnetic field for a 2DEG figure
reproduced from [5]. As the magnetic field is increased resistance plateaus emerge
which correspond to the accessed Landau Levels

conductivity in the integer quantum hall effect is a Topological invariant. These

ideas are further developed in the fractional quantum hall effect where in an

analogous manner the filling factor takes on fractional values for v < 1 [54].

1.2 Transport Phenomena

Above we outlined some of the theoretical considerations for topological

states. Here we provide a brief review of experimental considerations for reveal-

ing such states in specific materials. One candidate WSM system are the rare

earth pyrochlore iridates, A2Ir2O7 where A is a rare earth element. The unit

cell for the pyrochlore structure is shown in Fig. 1.7. The pyrochlore iridates

have garnered large amount of experimental interest, specifically Y2Ir2O7 since
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it has been predicted to be one of the few WSM candidates with magnetically

induced Dirac points [3]. These compounds are thought to develop an “all-in-

Figure 1.7: Unit cell for the pyrochlore structure. Network of corner sharing
Ir tetrahedra make up the magnetic structure for A2Ir2O7 compounds when A
is nonmagnetic. Only the Ir atoms are shown where the Ir site is generally
octahedrally coordinated by an Oxygen cage. Figure reproduced from [6]

all-out” (AIAO) magnetic structure among Ir local moments which introduces

a time reversal symmetry breaking effect leading to a WSM state with 24 Weyl

cones whose nodes all lie at the same energy [3, 55]. Weyl Semimetals are thought

to be semiconducting-like (dρ/dT > 0) as a small density of states results from

the chemical potential lying at the linear band crossings of the Weyl cones [3].
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However, it has been shown in numerous reports that the transport behavior for

all the rare earth iridates drastically varies with sample quality showing, in gen-

eral, semiconducting-like behavior where the magnitude of ρ differs in some cases

by eight orders of magnitude [56]. The large discrepancies of ρ(T ) between dif-

ferent samples is ascribed to the difficulty of sample growth (single crystals have

not yet been successfully grown for a majority of the pyrochlore iridates) and a

proclivity for doping. Ramirez and Sleight argued [56] by comparing results from

different growth runs of both single crystal and polycrystalline samples, that poor

growth procedures always lead to decreased resistivity, similar to what happens

with mid-gap states in semiconductors. This was speculated as due to vacancies

introduced unintentionally on the rare-earth site during growth.

For a pure WSM, with no impurity scattering and strong correlations it

has been shown that the resistivity should follow a 1/T behavior [25]. In the

limit of low doping or a small number of impurities it has been shown that the

WSM state can be maintained while drastically affecting transport phenomena.

One such model considers the conductivity of a Weyl semimetal with donor and

acceptor impurities and maps out transport regimes relative to charge compensa-

tion in the presence of large and small amounts of donor and acceptor impurities

[7], the phase diagram of which is shown in Fig. 1.8. Within this model we are

most interested in the boundaries of the thermal screening region of Fig. 1.8 where

the higher temperature boundary Timp defines the crossover temperature between

interaction dominated transport and impurity dominated transport and the low

temperature boundary Tmin denotes temperature associated with the start of the

maximum resitivity region associated with charge puddle formation. The for-

mation of charge puddles, a depiction of which is shown in Fig. 1.9, collapses the

growth of Coulomb impurity potentials. We discuss the applicability of this model
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Figure 1.8: The temperature vs the charge compensation diagram for a Weyl
semimetal with donor and acceptor impurities, where nA and nD are the concen-
trations of acceptor and donor impurities and g is the degeneracy of the Weyl
point. Figure reproduced from [7]

in chapter 3 to our transport measurements on the candidate WSM Y2Ir2O7 in

detail and propose a hybrid “bad” WSM state. In the so-called ’bad’ metals the

theory of conduction breaks down within the Drude interpretation since the mean

free path between scatterers approaches the interatomic distance. The criterion

for ’bad’ metallicity is met when the Ioffe-Regel criterion, kF l >> 2π, where kF

is the Fermi wavevector and l is the quasiparticle mean free path, is not met as
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Figure 1.9: Diagram of electron/hole puddles in a 3D Dirac Semimetal at the
Dirac point. The Coulomb potential energy eφ is shown as a function of some
coordinate r. Regions of positive eφ correspond to electron puddles and negative
eφ corresdpond to hole puddles. Figure reproduced from [8]

in SrRuO3 where kF l∼O(1) [57]. This violation of the quasiparticle picture of

Boltzmann transport theory can be applied to WSMs. Normally, one uses the

Fermi energy for the kinetic energy of conduction electrons. Here, however, the

analogous parameter for the Ioffee-Regel criterion is kT l where kT is the wavevec-

tor for thermally generated Fermions. We find in Y2Ir2O7 through measurements

of resistivity vs temperature, evidence, based on a model of random impurity

scattering, that the model of non-interacting quasiparticle transport breaks down

over the entire observed WSM transport temperature range (2− 60K) [58].

1.3 Magnetic Phenomena

As alluded to above, one of the primary conditions for topological bands

is the breaking of either time reversal symmetry (TRS) or inversion symmetry

(IS). Therefore centro-symmetric magnetically ordered materials should provide
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a good number of WSMs since magnetic order can break time reversal symmetry.

Presently, however, we are only aware of experimental support for two such mag-

netically ordered systems with topological electronic bandstructure, Y2Ir2O7 and

Na3Bi [28, 3]. Importantly, as the section on 2DEGs above shows, topological

conditions can arise in many forms and while we have been discussing topolog-

ical effects in electronic bandstructure, topological quantization conditions have

also been identified in the local moments of materials that exhibit magnetization

plateaus. In a similar manner to the quantization condition set by the Landau

level filling factor, v, for the integer and fractional QHE, magnetization plateaus

can host quantized states due to a manifestly topological relationship between

localized excitations and the lattice [59, 60, 61]. This topological relationship

comes from applications of Lieb-Shultz-Mattis (LSM) theorem which states that

a spin system with translational and spin rotation symmetry and half-integer spin

per unit cell must be ordered by breaking one of these symmetries at zero tem-

perature, have a gapless ground state, or host a ground state with non-trivial

degencery [59, 61]. Here, the gapless half integer spin states result in quantized

magnetization as n(S−m) = integer in the plateaus, where n is the translational

period of the ground state, S is the total spin per site, and m is the magnetization

per site in units of quantum spin number [59, 61], up to a saturation field that

fully polarizes the ground state. Additionally another class of topological systems

is proposed for some quantum spin liquid (QSL) theories described within the

parton model where a predicted charge neutral topological state forms from only

the local moments [62].

To probe for topological manifestations in magnetism we studied CeSb, a

metallic metamagnet that hosts a large variety of antiferromagnetic phases at low

temperature and within specified temperature and field regimes, some of which
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exhibit large robust magnetization plateaus [63]. This system was intensely stud-

ied over 40 years ago due to the large number of different magnetic phases found

below ∼30K. In chapter 4 we discuss magnetization and specific heat measure-

ments through the plateaus where sharp jumps emerged whose relative magnitude

is consistent with fractional quantization of the magnetization per site in one of

the ordered magnetic layers.

1.4 Specific Heat Phenomena

Initially CeSb was intensely studied due to the proliferation of ordered

states, some of which exhibit magnetization plateaus. As just described, more

recently it was recognized that such plateaus can be expressed as a quantization

condition, which motivates a study of thermodynamic quantities at a higher pre-

cision than previous work demanded. We measured the field dependent specific

heat, C(H), at constant temperature through the plateaus and discovered a large

increase in C(H) on entering the plateaus. These have an interpretation in terms

of a large number of non-magnetic excitations that were seemingly non-interacting

with those creating the fractional magnetization [64]. The lack of interaction is

reminiscent of the formation of accidental band crossings of non-local symmetries.

The two types of excitations are completely different with different symmetries

yet produce emergent clearly defined phenomena. Additionally, in chapter 4 we

discuss the implications of these measurements and future measurements on CeSb

to further understand the possible topological nature of these excitations.

In a more general sense, topological states, as with all states, possess asso-

ciated entropy and specific heat and as such should yield experimental signatures

in the specific heat. One such manifestation is through Quantum Oscillations’s
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(QOs), which we shall first discuss in the context of the free electron gas. In the

presence of an external magnetic field, the only permitted energy states will lie in

specific regions known as Landau tubes in k-space, as shown in Fig. 1.10. Much

like in the integer quantum hall effect, as the external magnetic field is increased

the gaps between the allowed energy states expand such that for increasing field,

the number of enclosed tubes decreases. This means that the energy should un-

dergo sharp changes due to the anomalous jump in the density of states in the zero

temperature limit as successively smaller tubes pass through the Fermi surface [9].

These changes give rise to QOs and have been shown to arise in a large number of

materials. Most commonly QOs arise in good metals due the small magnitude of

the anomalous jump and the excess of mobile charges as shown in the Magneto-

quantum oscillations of specific heat for (oscillations in the magnetoresistance) for

α− (BEDT − TTF )2KHg(SCN)4 in Fig. 1.11.

In the above discussion, quantum oscillations arise from the interplay be-

tween the Fermi surface and quantized cyclotron motion of the charged particles.

While the interplay of magnetic field and the motion of charge excitations arises

naturally in metals, another line of thought has arisen from studies of Quantum

Spin Liquids (QSLs). Some of these theories use a parton formalism wherein the

Spin operator for a local magnet moment can be expressed as a product of Bose

and Fermi fields [65]. If such a scenario is correct, then a natural outcome is

the existence of a Fermi surface of uncharged, or neutral excitations. This idea

has taken root in the intermediate valence material SmB6. This compound has

been shown to exhibit large increasing amplitude de Haas van Alphen oscillations

(dHvA, oscillations in the magnetization) in the absence of SdH oscillations. In

the context of allowed energy states due the quantization of Landau tubes this

paints a perplexing picture. This can be rationalized however, as shown by D.
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Figure 1.10: Surfaces of constant energy in k-space known as Landau tubes.
The outer dashed line is the Fermi surface which for increasing magnetic field
encompasses fewer tubes as the spacing between each tube expands. Reproduced
from [9]
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Figure 1.11: Oscillations in the specific heat of α − (BEDT −
TTF )2KHg(SCN)4. Figure reproduced from [10]

Chowdhury et al, in the composite exciton model where QOs originate from a

neutral Fermi surface [65]. The composite exciton model hosts electrically neutral

gapless fermionic excitations as a possible explanation for the lack of oscillatory

phenomena as net neutral excitations will not couple to an electric field. This can

explain why there are oscillations in the magnetization but none in the resistivity.

That being said, oscillations in the magnetization inherently stem from oscilla-

tions in the density of states [9] which implies that one should be able to measure

oscillations in the specific heat as it is a direct probe of the density of states. Mo-

tivated by the prospect of charge neutral excitations, we performed extensive high
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field low temperature specific heat studies and will discuss our ongoing research

on this material in chapter 6 (manuscript in progress).
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Chapter 2

Measurement Techniques

This chapter will discuss the measurements tools and techniques used in

the subsequent chapters of this dissertation. We focus primarily on low tempera-

tures measurements which require large amounts of liquid helium. Liquid helium

is essential to the instruments utilized in this thesis work, the storage, purifica-

tion and use of which are an always on call full-time job. To mitigate the cost

of excess helium and lost measurement time we collect, purify, and reliquefy all

gaseous helium boil off at roughly 95% efficiency. The majority of measurements

presented in subsequent chapters were performed using Quantum Design Inc. in-

struments, specifically the Physical Property Measurement System (PPMS) and

the Magnetic Property Measurement System (MPMS). Specific heat and electrical

transport measurements between 2− 300K were performed using the PPMS and

magnetization measurements were performed using the MPMS. The AC calorime-

try measurements were performed using nano-calorimeters and differential mem-

brane calorimeters the former of which was built by Professor Nathanael Fortune

at Smith College and later of which was built by Professor Andreas Rydh at

Stockholm University. The cryostats used in the AC-Calorimetry high field mea-
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surements are all located at the National High Magnetic Field Lab (NHMFL) in

Tallahassee Florida. They are housed in cell 9 (31T resistive DC magnet), cell

15 (45T Hybrid DC magnet), and SCM1 (18T Superconducting magnet) all of

which utilized dilution refrigerators for temperature control. The cryostat used

for the AC differential membrane calorimetry measurements at Stockholm Uni-

versity is an Bluefors dilution refrigerator that houses a 12T superconducting

magnet. Due to the difficulty of getting good signal-to-noise, at the level needed

to detect oscillations < 1% of the total heat capacity, each measurement requires

a substantial post-run analysis. This methodolgy was developed for the determi-

nation of MQO’s in the specifc heat of SmB6 and will be discussed in detail in

chapter 5.

2.1 Magnetic Susceptibility

High precision data were needed for our studies on CeSb and so to un-

derstand how that can be achieved we will review the use of a Superconducting

QUantum Interface Device (SQUID). Samples were placed in plastic drinking

straws and attached to a Stycast wedge with a specified orientation relative to the

vertical axis or with nylon monofilament fishing line via rubber cement. Straw

sample holders were then mounted on a manual insert probe via masking tape,

secured within the sample chamber and then vacuum sealed (∼ 20 mtorr) with

a small amount of helium exchange gas. The sample is centered in between the

SQUID pick up coils prior to taking measurements to ensure accurate determina-

tion of the sample magnetic moment. Samples are then raised and lowered over

a range of ∼ 6 cm via an electronic motor through the SQUID pickup coils in

the presence of a vertical external magnetic field, an image of which is shown in
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Fig. 2.1. The SQUID pick-up coils consist of a single superconducting wire with

different winding schemes (see Fig. 2.1). As the sample moves past the pickup

coils the magnetic flux in the pickup coil changes proportional to the net magnetic

moment of the sample, this is measured as a voltage reading by means of a flux to

voltage transducer which is taken as a function of position [66]. The MPMS can

take measurements over a temperature range of 1.8−350K a magnetic field range

of 0 − 5T and is sensitive down to 5 × 10−8 emu and 6 × 10−7 emu for external

fields under 2.5 and above 2.5 T respectively.

Figure 2.1: MPMS SQUID pickup coil diagrams. Changes in magnetic flux of
the pickup coil are measured as voltage reading with respect to sample position
via a magnetic flux to voltage transducer. Figure reproduced from [11]
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2.2 Specific Heat

2.2.1 Relaxation Method

Heat capacity measurements were performed in the PPMS using the relax-

ation method. The PPMS uses a temperature control protocol where a constant

power is applied for a fixed time interval followed by a period of no applied heat for

the same time interval. The measured temperature response for this heat cycle is

Figure 2.2: Model for specific heat measurements using the relaxation technique.
The sample is mounted to the sample holder where the link has some thermal
conductance λs and the sample heat is connected to the heat sink with some
thermal conductance λl. Figure reproduced from [12]
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fit to a model incorporating two time intervals. This can be achieved through the

thermal relaxation of the sample platform to the bath temperature and the ther-

mal relaxation between the sample platform and the sample itself [12], a schematic

of which is shown in Fig. 2.2. During the first time interval, a constant power is

applied long enough such that the sample comes to thermal equilibrium at some

temperature ∆T above the thermal bath. This provides the thermal conductance

between the thermal bath and the sample holder, λl in Fig. 2.2. During the second

time interval, the power is switched off and the sample relaxes back to the bath.

Assuming Newton’s law of cooling, the temperature vs time relaxation is expo-

Figure 2.3: Diagram showing the determination of the specific heat C in the
relaxation method. The dashed line denotes the bath temperature.
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nential and the fit yields a time constant, which is the ratio of the heat capacity

to thermal conductance, thus allowing a determination of the heat capacity, a

diagram of which is shown in Fig. 2.3. This technique has been shown to work

well when λs << λl which can be determined from the chi-squared distribution

of the relaxation fit. Essentially this tells us whether the sample is equilibrating

quickly enough such that the assumptions of the relaxation method are still valid.

In order to make appropriate background subtractions of the specific heat

of the sample holder and the high vacuum silicon grease used to adhere the sample

to the sample holder, addenda measurements are taken over the temperature

range of interest for each measurement. The PPMS Multiview software then uses

an interpolation method to approximate the total background heat capacity at

any measured temperature. While Quantum Design does not allow access to its

software, we validated the operaitonal accuracy by measuring a 99.999% pure

copper sample in the relevant temperature ranges and found good agreement

(<1%) with NBS tabulated values.

2.2.2 AC-calorimetry

In the steady state AC calorimetry method, heat is applied sinusoidally

in time to a sample thermally coupled to a thermal bath, a thermometer, and

a heater, a schematic of which is shown in Fig. 2.4. The resultant equilibrium

temperature of the sample has an inverse proportionality the heat capacity [13].

AC calorimetry, while considerably more complex, has been shown to provide

extremely high precision and is regarded as the best option for measuring very

small samples (∼ 10− 500µg ) at low temperatures with small thermal relaxation

time constants [12]. The high precision of this measurement arises from the ability
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Figure 2.4: Model for specific heat using the steady state ac calorimetry method.
The sample is thermally coupled to a temperature reservoir a sample heater and
a thermometer. Figure reproduced from [13]

to conduct massive signal averaging due to the small thermal relaxation time

constant of small samples at low temperatures. This technique has been advanced

and adapted by Professor Nathanael Fortune for our specific heat measurements

on SmB6 at the NHMFL and has been even further developed for use in differential

membrane calorimetry developed by Professors Nathanael Fortune and Andreas

Rydh in order to resolve specific heat signatures on the order of 10−12J/K in
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samples with upper bound dimensions of 100× 100× 50µm3.

The addendum of the nano-calorimeter used for high field measurments of

SmB6 was determined during a separate set of C measurements obtained in SCM-

1 at the NHMFL. The resolution of the ac method does not allow determination

of the empty calorimeter so, to determine its contribution, we performed a run

with a known material, Ag, which has a small, known, and featureless specific

heat at low temperatures and negligible magnetic field dependence in the regions

of interest. These measurements are key for the placement of quantitative limits

on our observations.

2.3 Electrical Transport

2.3.1 Four Wire Technique

Resistivity measurements were performed using the standard 4-wire tech-

nique in which two leads serve as a current source and current sink and two leads

serve as voltage sensing leads, as shown in Fig. 2.5. In this way, one is able to elim-

inate lead and contact resistance which can also dominate a 2-wire measurement.

Gold wires with a diameter of 2 mm and Epo-Tek H20E silver epoxy were used to

make electrical contact to samples due to good electrical and thermal conductiv-

ity. Samples were mounted on manual insert pucks built for the QD PPMS which

maintained electrical connection between the sample and the computer controlled

PPMS resistivity bridge.
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Figure 2.5: Example of the conenctions used in the four wire technique to a long
rectangular sample.

2.3.2 Van der Pauw

The Van der Pauw (VDP) method is a more sophisticated approach to

measuring the specific resistivity and Hall effect of a disc of arbitrary shape.

Van der Pauw showed that an arbitrary shape conformally maps onto a square

allowing one to extract a relationship between the resistances RAB,CD and RBC,DA

as shown in Fig. 2.1, where the first two subscripts are physical leads which current

is sourced and sunk through and last two subscripts are physical leads which the

voltage difference is measured across, that depends on the specific resistivity of the

material. If the sample and current flow is homogeneous, the sample is isotropic,

and the thickness is small compared to the width of the sample, then the geometry

of the sample and location of physical leads, as long as they are on the edges of

the sample, is invariant [67].

While specific geometries are ideal, examples shown in Fig. 2.6, errors are

introduced as the ratio of the contact size to the size of the sample increases.

However, within the limit of small contact size the sample can be of any shape.
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Van der Pauw showed that if all the above listed conditions are met the resistivity

Figure 2.6: Ideal VDP geometries circular, square, and cloverleaf. Lead numbers
are assigned on the square geometry for explanation in the text. Figure modified
from [14].

of a sample of uniform thickness can be found numerically by the VDP relation,

shown in Eq. 2.1

e−πR12,34d/ρ + e−πR23,41d/ρ = 1 (2.1)

where d is the uniform sample thickness, ρ, is the sample resistivity, and R12,34

is the resistance measured sourcing current from lead 1 (I+) and sinking current

from lead 2 (I-) while measuring the voltage difference from lead 3 (V+) to lead 4

(V-) and R23,41 is the resistance sourcing current from lead 2 to 3 while measuring

the voltage difference from lead 4 to 1. The lead labeling convention is shown on

the square sample of Fig. 2.6. If the VDP relation holds then one can extract

the longitudinal and hall resistance easily. If, however, the VDP relation is not

satisfied, this signals an indication of inhomogeneous current flow which could

result from cracks, holes, large magnetic anisotropy, or the formation of an edge

or surface conduction channel.

I designed, built, and automated a custom circuit board for hard wiring
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lead configurations and a resistance measurement system using a series of 4-wire

octal multiplexers to switch to any configuration of four leads (I+, I-, V+, V-

) for the measurement of resistivity and the Hall effect in samples of arbitrary

shape as a precursor for the identification of topological transport signatures.

The measurement was automated through Visual Basic 6.0, the user interface of

which is shown in Fig. 2.7. The VDP stage of the measurement measures all

16 possible configurations of 4 leads at a given temperature and magnetic field

and then iteratively tests for a solution to the VDP equation. The resistivity,

Hall coefficient, carrier density, and mobility are then analyzed/calculated by the

program.

Figure 2.7: User interface for the VDP, Hall, and Non-Local transport mea-
surements. Users can specify temperature range and step size, field range and
step size, and measurement type. Full measurement and plotting code, circuit
schematics, and user manual can be found in Appendix A, B, and C respectively.

2.3.3 Non-Local Transport

Our initial interest in non-local transport began with the seminal pa-

per by McEuen et al. [15] which measured non-local 4 terminal resistances of a

GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure etched in to a specific shape, shown in Fig. 2.8.

The careful spacing widths and measurements of non-local resistances were used

to distinguish between edge and bulk conductivity in a 2D Electron Gas (2DEG).
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Figure 2.8: Lead configuration for a GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure 2D electron
gas. Figure reproduced from [15]

As shown in Fig. 2.9 (a), the Hall Coefficient exhibits quantized steps for

increasing external magnetic field for transverse resistance configurations. Ad-

ditionally, the longitudinal resistances,R15,34 and R15,76, exhibited a Shubnikov

de-Haas like resistance were R15,34 began to deviate from R15,76 above H = 2T

a direct result of the parallel and anti-parallel propagating current channels for

bulk and edge conduction. When sourcing current from lead 1 to 5, as dictated by

the direction of the magnetic field, the edge current will be aligned or anti-aligned

with that of the bulk depending on which voltage leads are used, for a magnetic

field directed into page this corresponds to the voltage between lead 7 and lead 6

and the voltage between lead 3 and lead 4 respectively.

As alluded to in the section above, when a breakdown in the VDP rela-

tion occurs, the root cause may be due to several different factors. Inhomoge-

neous current flow can result from poor sample quality [14, 68], large magnetic
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Figure 2.9: (a) Longitudinal resistance and Hall resistance (b) Non-local lon-
gitudinal resistances and Hall resistance. Insets: Experimental and theoretical
(circles) plot of RL vs RH for the N =3 oscillation. Figure reproduced from [15]

anisotropy[47], and surface/edge states (inhomogeneous by definition) governed

by non-local symmetries. These deviations from standard transport mechanisms

need to be characterized since they will identify regions of interest and new phe-
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nomena. The reproducible emergence of inhomogeneous current flow within a

specified temperature and field range signals a region of interest has been ac-

cessed due to magnetic and or topological states whereas poor sample quality and

contacts will yield VDP breakdown at all temperatures and fields. Non-Local

transport measurements serve as the next step in characterizing these transport

signatures. This has been theoretically suggested in many forms [69, 70] but a

generalized probe and measurement methodology for 3D systems has yet to be

established. We aim to adress this need by starting initial characterization and

identification of topological transport signatures via non-local transport measure-

ments in 3D crystalline materials. To do this we adapted our VDP transport

program to incorporate additional configurations for up to 6 leads (with the ca-

pability to go up to 12 if so desired). The geometry of these leads needs to be

carefully placed to measure current/voltage phenomena from topological phases.

The possibility of different configurations is large but provided the appropriate

insight, can be used to identify novel topological electronic states.

One such example is shown for the topological Kondo Insulator SmB6 in

Fig. 2.10. In these two geometries, surface states were identified based on ratios

of hall resistances and voltages from the different lead configurations where Hall

resistances/voltage ratios from injecting current far away from one set of voltage

leads vs a longitudinal set of voltage leads converges to the same value when the

metallic surface state begins to dominate the transport signatures. There are,

however, many proposed topological systems that are intrinsically doped, which

in the case of a WSM places the chemical potential far away from the Weyl nodes.

In this instance, as mentioned in chapter one we are no longer easily able to probe

the semiconducting like behavior of the WSM system and instead are observing

metallic transport behavior dominated by dopants.
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Figure 2.10: Hall resistance vs Temperature and non-local configuration Voltage
ratios vs Temperature of SmB6 for specific configurations that lend themselves
to large differences until transport is dominated by surface states. Figures repro-
duced from [16]
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Chapter 3

Evidence for Undoped Weyl

Semimetal Charge Transport in

Y2Ir2O7

Electronic transport signatures signatures such as temperature or field

dependence of the resistivity, are the most immediate way to characterize and

model metals and semiconductors. As such, it is important to understand the in-

trinsic conduction mechanisms for new systems by identifying characteristic quan-

tities such as transport coefficients and the temperature dependence of resistivity.

Here we present such a study for polycrystalline samples of the candidate Weyl

Semimetal Y2Ir2O7.

The remainder of this chapter has been previously published during Oc-

tober of 2019 in the Journal of Physics: Condensed Matter.
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3.1 Abstract

Weyl fermions scattering from a random Coulomb potential are predicted

to exhibit resistivity versus temperature ρ α T−4 in a single particle model. Here

we show that, in closed-environment-grown polycrystalline samples of Y2Ir2O7,

ρ = ρ0T
−4 over four orders of magnitude in ρ. While the measured prefactor,

ρ0, is obtained from the model using reasonable materials parameters, the T−4

behavior extends far beyond the model’s range of applicability. In particular, the

behavior extends into the low-temperature, high-resistivity region where the Ioffe-

Regel parameter, kT l << 2π. Strong on-site Coulomb correlations, instrumental

for predicting a Weyl semimetal state in Y2Ir2O7, are the possible origin of such

"bad” Weyl semimetal behavior.

3.2 Introduction

The importance of topologically non-trivial materials is well established

and is leading to a close examination of their physical properties. Among systems

exhibiting bulk effects of topological band structure are Dirac and Weyl Semimet-

als (WSMs), the latter of which possesses opposite chirality pairs of intersecting

linearly dispersing electronic bands. The identification of such systems has relied

primarily on the observation of linear dispersion or Fermi arcs by angle resolved

photo-electron spectroscopy in materials such as TaAs and ZrTe5 [40, 41]. Dirac

and Weyl materials are also thought to be potential hosts of “topological super-

conductivity”, which admits the possibility of Majorana fermions [71, 72, 73]. In

the study of such systems, however, characteristic transport signatures can reveal

low energy details of the electronic dispersion in the bulk as well as effects of
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band filling. Among such signatures is negative longitudinal magnetoresistance, a

result of the so-called “chiral anomaly” in WSMs [41, 45]. In zero magnetic field,

however, the resistivity versus temperature (ρ(T )) of many WSM compounds is

metallic (dρ/dT > 0) [74], or is not described by a simple form[41]. These ρ(T )

signatures can be viewed as arising from doping, either intrinsic or extrinsic, which

places the chemical potential at an energy different from the intersecting nodes

[75, 7, 76].

Among candidate WSM materials, the iridate pyrochlores,R2Ir2O7 (R =

rare earth element) have attracted much attention since calculations using the

LSDA + U + SO (LSDA = local spin density approximation, U = electronic cor-

relation parameter, SO = spin orbit) method suggest an interplay between WSM

and Mott insulating states for intermediate and strong correlations respectively

[77, 3]. These compounds develop an “all-in-all-out” (AIAO) magnetic structure

among Ir local moments which is thought to create time reversal symmetry break-

ing leading to a WSM state with 24 Weyl cones whose nodes all lie at the same

energy [3, 55]. Despite the simplicity of this predicted electronic structure, re-

ported transport measurements show a large variation among different samples,

suggesting a proclivity to doping during synthesis [77, 3, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84].

Results on single crystals grown in a closed environment, on the other hand, im-

ply that stoichiometric R2Ir2O7 can be thought of as undoped, i.e. the chemical

potential lies precisely at the Weyl node energy [56].

In the present work, we re-visit charge transport in Y2Ir2O7 with samples

grown in a closed environment and over a narrow range of uncharged impurity

incorporation. The absence of magnetism from Y allows for a simpler interpre-

tation of the resistivity, ρ(T ), compared to other R2Ir2O7 systems where the R

moment can introduce additional magnetic scattering. We find that ρ(T ) = ρ0T
−4
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over four orders of magnitude in ρ(T ) for T < 50K, in agreement with a theory

of thermally screened charged impurities (TSCI) [75, 7, 76]. The magnitude of

the prefactor, ρ0 = 2.5x109Ωcm, is consistent with estimates using reasonable

values for the materials parameters. A discrepancy is found, however, between

the temperature range over which ρ(T )αT−4 is observed and the predicted cross

over to maximum resistivity, which is well above this range. This discrepancy

demonstrates a limitation of the TSCI model for Y2Ir2O7, which we suggest can

be removed by including electronic correlations. The stability of the T−4 behav-

ior with Bi incorporation supports our claim of near-stoichiometry of the present

samples. We also present specific heat (C(T )) data and argue that, within the

above theoretical framework, the expected C(T ) of the Weyl fermions is orders

of magnitude smaller than the phonon contribution. The anomalously large low-

temperature C(T ) is, instead, likely due to spin waves of the non-collinear AIAO

magnetic state of Ir spins.

3.3 Analysis and Results

Polycrystalline samples of Y2−xBixIr2O7 were grown via a multistep pro-

cess as described in the supplemental material. The salient aspect of our procedure

is that all steps were conducted in sealed tubes with excess IrO2 and long reaction

times. The pyrochlore structure is generally known to support two types of de-

fects causing non-stoichiometry: A-site vacancy and anti-site mixing for the A and

B sites in A2B2O7. As noted recently, in situations where x-ray diffraction can

cleanly distinguish between these two scenarios, all evidence points to an A-site

vacancy scenario [56]. Thus we propose that the sealed environment prevents the

loss of Y and the excess Ir provides sufficient partial pressure to counteract Ir
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loss, both measures promoting the formation of stoichiometric material. Measure-

ments of ρ(T ) were made in a Physical Property Measurement System (PPMS)

using the standard four-probe method over the temperature range 10-300K. Due

to the large magnitude of ρ(T ) in the 3-10K range for x = 0, ρ(T ) was measured

using the 100MΩ range of an Agilent 34401A multimeter using the known internal

10MΩ resistance in parallel with the unknown input resistance while applying a

500nA current. Measurements of C(T ) were made using the relaxation method

in the PPMS.

In Fig. 3.1, we present ρ(T ) for our sample, and we see ρ(T )αT−4 from 3K

to 50K, thus over more than four orders of magnitude in ρ. We attempted to fit the

data to forms commonly used for modeling dρ/dT < 0 behavior: ρq(T ) = ρ0e
∆

T q

where q = 0.25, 0.5, and 1 for variable range hopping, variable range hopping

with electron correlations, and either intrinsic semiconducting or nearest neighbor

hopping, respectively. In Fig. 3.1 we show the results of least-squares fits of ln(ρ)

vs. ln(T ) to ρq models for q = 0.25, 0.5, and 1 as well as a fit to the TSCI WSM

model [7] ρ = ρ0T
−4, which gives the best fit. We note that an alternative model

for ρ(T ) in an undoped, pure, and interacting electron WSM yields ρ(T )αT−1. We

believe the inapplicability of this model highlights the importance of scattering

from charged impurities.

Previously published ρ(T ) data for Y2Ir2O7 are highly irreproducible. For

instance, ρ(10K) spans four orders of magnitude among different samples and,

while ρ(T ) generally exhibits dρ/dT < 0, no common functional form is found

[78, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 17]. This variability can be attributed to a sensitivity of

iridate pyrochlores to doping-type defects and, for Y2Ir2O7, is likely related to

A-site vacancy formation or oxygen defects [56]. It is important to note that,

while the variability among previously studied samples is large, to the extent
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Figure 3.1: Resistivity versus temperature of Y2Ir2O7. The solid black line is
the theoretical dc resistivity of a WSM with compensated charge impurities. The
solid blue, red, and green lines are best fits of the resistivity for variable range
hopping and hopping with electron-electron interactions, and intrinsic semicon-
ducting behavior with ρ0 = 3.3x10−4,8.9x10−9, and 6.10Ωcm, and ∆ = 29.8K 1

2 ,
48.7K 1

4 , and 21.6K respectively.

that a power law ρ(T )αT−η can be identified, η ≤ 4 has always been observed

[80, 84, 85, 87, 88, 17, 89, 90]. In addition, we know of no case where modification

of an iridate pyrochlore, either by oxidizing or by substitution, leads to insulating

behavior and, as shown in [56], single crystals exhibit the largest magnitudes

of ρ(T ). Hence a grain boundary origin of T−4 behavior is unlikely. In other

words, our sample exhibits behavior that is i) the limiting behavior among existing

measurements and ii) the expected behavior for an undoped WSM.
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In order to test the stability of the exponent η = 4 in Y2Ir2O7, we substi-

tuted Bi for Y at concentrations lower than in previous studies. In Fig. 3.2 are

shown ρ(T ) data for Y2−xBixIr2O7 with x = 0.02, 0.04, and 0.1. Previous work

had demonstrated the onset of metallic behavior, dρ/dT > 0, for x = 0.3 above

120K, below which charge localization leads to dρ/dT < 0 [17]. At our lower Bi

concentrations, we observe dρ/dT < 0 for all of our samples, and find exponents

η = 4.1(1), 3.9(1), 1.7(1) for x = 0.02, 0.04, and 0.1 respectively. Thus, η = 4

behavior is found to be stable for Bi concentrations up to x = 0.04, i.e. 2% on

the Y site. Clearly, Bi incorporation does not represent doping in the usual sense

of charge transfer (e.g. as for Ca2+ doping [91]) from the substituted atom to the

electronically-active bands since Bi and Y are isovalent at 3+. It is also unlikely

that this metal-insulator crossover is due to sterically-controlled bandwidth mod-

ulation since the ionic radius of Bi3+(1.11 Å) is greater than that of Y 3+ (1.015

Å), and the lattice constant, a, for Y2−xBixIr2O7 obeys a Vegard’s law for x = 0 –

2: a = 10.167 + 0.0765x [89]. While bandwidth control via the Ir−O− Ir angle

is a possibility, it is more likely that the dominant cause of increased conductivity

of Bi doping is the role of the 6s lone pair in inducing hopping [92, 93].

The stability of the ρ(T ) = ρ0T
−4 behavior, the prediction of WSM be-

havior in Y2Ir2O7, and the lack of an alternative explanation strongly suggests

the applicability of the TSCI model to our data [76]. The coefficient ρ0,Weyl in

this model is given by 3.1 [7]

ρ0,Weyl = 180|ln(gα)|nimp~5v4

7gπ2e2k4
B

(3.1)

where α is the fine structure constant, g the Weyl node and spin degeneracy, nimp

the charged impurity density, and v the velocity. It is worth noting that power law
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Figure 3.2: Resistivity versus temperature of Y2−xBixIr2O7. The inset is the
derivative of resistivity with respect to temperature for different concentrations.
For concentrations greater than x = 0.04 transport deviates from T−4.

dependence of ρ(T ) is quite unusual. In the present case, one can think of T−4 as

arising from the product of a term related to the density of states g(E)αE2, which

contributes two powers of T , and a scattering cross section which contributes two

more powers of T . To compare with our measured ρ0 = 2.5x109ΩcmK4, we use

v = 108cm/s [94], g = 48 [3], and assume nimp = 1018 (1019,1020) cm−3, and

α = e2

4πεε0v~ = 2.2(0.79, 0.29) for a dielectric constant ε = 1(2.8, 7.6). Substitut-

ing these values into 3.1 yields ρ0,Weyl = 1.7x109ΩcmK4, close to our measured
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value. Because the materials parameters used are of reasonable magnitudes, the

similarity between the measured and predicted values of ρ0 lends further credence

to associating our ρ(T ) = ρ0T
−4 with behavior of an undoped WSM. It is natu-

ral, however, to ask if ρ(T ) is actually probing a combination of bulk and surface

channels due to the polycrystalline nature of our samples. For this, we consider

the magnetoresistance (MR). The inset of Fig. 3.1 shows that the MR is very

small – even at the low temperature of 5K, MR = 3% at 8T – which is in contrast

to much larger MRs exhibited by doped WSM such as TaAs [95]. This small MR

in Y2Ir2O7 can be understood however, by calculating the magnetic length for

cyclotron motion, lm = 2v
ωc

where ωc = ev2H
2kBT

is the cyclotron frequency for a Weyl

electron. The ratio of magnetic length to mean free path is thus lm
l

= 4ge
3π2

ρ
H
λ−3
D ,

where λD = ~v
kBT

is the deBroglie wavelength. Using the measured value of ρ at

5K yields lm
l

= 1.5x103 at H=8T, implying a negligible effect of field on electron

motion. In addition, the dominant contribution to MR at 5K is negative, whereas

a positive MR is expected from orbital motion. The most likely cause of MR <

0 is a field-induced reduction of spin-wave scattering. Thus, the MR data are

consistent with bulk transport.

Charge transport in metals is often parameterized by the Ioffe-Regel pa-

rameter kF l, where kF is the Fermi wave-vector, l is the mean free path, and

kF l > 2π corresponds to l greater than a lattice constant. The analogous param-

eter for an undoped WSM is kT l, where kT = kBT
~v is the wave-vector of thermally

generated fermions. We can thus obtain an estimate of l from the Drude resis-

tivity, ρ−1 = ge2

3π2~k
2
T l [96] using our measured values of ρ. We find that kT l is

6.5x10−9 and 1.6x10−4 at 3K and 60K respectively. Thus, the non-interacting

quasiparticle picture of transport breaks down in the region where ραT−4 is ob-

served. This breakdown is not unanticipated by the TSCI model where ραT−4
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is valid only below a temperature defined as Timp ≈ (nimpv
3

g
) 1

3 ~
kB

, the cross over

temperature between interaction dominated transport and impurity dominated

transport, and above a temperature defined as Tmin ≈ g−1/6α1/2n
1/3
imp

v~
kB

, below

which a maximum resistivity associated with charge puddle formation is expected

[7]. For the Y2Ir2O7 materials parameters used above, Timp 210K, whereas Tmin

590 K. Since T < Timp is consistent with the range of ραT−4 behavior, we suggest

that Tmin is not accurately predicted by the TSCI model and, given its functional

form, cannot be brought into agreement with experiment by manipulation of the

materials parameters. Given the above physical interpretation of Tmin, however,

it seems likely that inclusion of strong correlations, which should inhibit pud-

dle formation, may provide an explanation for the temperature range over which

ρ(T )αT−4. Such correlations are motivated by Wan et al. [3] whose global LSDA

+ U + SO phase diagram predicts a WSM phase for 1.0 < U < 1.6eV. The

prospect that the observed ρ(T ) is strongly influenced by electron correlations is

reminiscent of so-called “bad metal” behavior as observed in some strongly corre-

lated metallic systems, with SrRuO3 [57] being a prime example. The hallmark

of such systems is kF l < 2π as T increases, depicting an unphysical picture of

scattering at a length scale less than the primitive lattice spacing. In this regard,

we note that our Drude-derived l value at 60K, the upper limit of our T−4 region,

is l = 0.2Å and decreases further with decreasing temperature – thus the entire

T−4 region could be called, by analogy, a region of “bad” WSM behavior. Clearly

further theoretical work is needed to explore the origins of such behavior.

Finally, we address C(T ) for pure and Bi-doped compounds. Previous

work showed a qualitative difference in C(T ) between x=0, which displays a

rounded hump in C/T vs.T 2, and x > 0.1 compounds, which show no hump

and an intercept evoking a Sommerfeld γ-coefficient consistent with the appear-
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ance of metallicity. In Fig. 3.3 is presented C/T vs. T 2 for x = 0, 0.04 and 0.10,

which shows the evolution of the rounded hump in the low-Bi region. It is tempt-

ing to interpret the increase in slope below T 2 = 80K2 for x=0 as an indicator of

the C(T )αT 3 behavior expected for Dirac dispersion [97]. Indeed, such an expla-

nation has been advanced to explain a similar-looking hump in Ce3Bi4Pd3 [98].

In the case of Y2Ir2O7, however, since the WSM contribution to C(T ) is given

by C = 56π2

5 kB(kBT
~v )3 (calculated using a linear dispersion and Fermi distribution

function), and with the above value of v, one expects a term given by the solid

green line in Fig. 3.3. Such a contribution is four orders of magnitude less than

the observed C(T ), making a WSM interpretation unlikely. An explanation for

this hump in terms of phonons is also unlikely, given the very low Bi concentra-

tions, which imply a negligible effective mass difference. A possible explanation

for this feature is found, however, in the magnon contribution for non-collinear

antiferromagnets [99]. As argued theoretically by Wan et al. and later determined

by Disseler using a probability distribution analysis of µSR data [100], Y2Ir2O7

possesses AIAO order, the non-collinearity of which leads to a spin wave disper-

sion that is not a simple function of the wavevector. The C(T ) for such AF order

has been calculated and bears some similarity to the observed C(T ) on the low-

temperature side of the hump, as shown in Fig. 3.3 inset. The association of the

hump with magnons is also supported by the lack of field dependence also shown

in Fig. 3.3. This field dependence has two implications. First, it demonstrates

that the hump cannot be due to Schottky impurities, as discussed by Kimchi et

al. [101]. Second, if the hump has a magnetic origin, the lack of field dependence

at 8T implies a mean field energy scale much greater than 10K, consistent with

TNéel = 150K for the Ir-moments. Normally, one would not expect the magnon

contribution to be affected by a few percent substitution on the non-magnetic
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Figure 3.3: The specific heat divided by temperature for Y2−xBixIr2O7, as a
function of temperature squared for specific concentrations of Bi doping. The
right inset shows the comparison of the specific heat for the x = 0 sample without
the electronic contribution to that of the theoretical specific heat contribution
due to magnons of a magnetic pyrochlore system with AIAO ordering. The left
inset shows the inverse susceptibility as a function of temperature for different
concentrations of Bi.

site. In the present case, however, such low substitution levels effect changes in

ρ(T ) and lead to metallic behavior even at 15% Bi substitution. As Wan et al.

argue, however, collinearity of the Ir spins is tightly correlated to metallic behav-

ior hence it is reasonable to interpret the vanishing of the hump in C/T vs. T 2 as

evidence for the transition from excitation of a non-collinear state to a collinear
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state induced by the onset of metallicity. Such an interpretation is supported by

the high-temperature susceptibility, χ(T ). While a parasitic ferromagnetic signal

has been observed at the Ir-moment TNéel in most of the R2Ir2O7 systems, the

susceptibility above TNéel will contain information about the mean-field energy.

As we see in Fig. 3.3 inset, the Weiss constant, ΘW demonstrates a dramatic

jump between x = 0 and x = 0.02. This jump implies that the magnon C(T )

contribution will correspondingly decrease between x = 0 and 0.02, qualitatively

consistent with observations. While more work is necessary to understand the

precise interplay of low energy magnetic excitations and electronic transport, it

appears as though the AIAO structure thought to exist for x = 0 is actually

destabilized by small concentrations of Bi.

In summary we have presented detailed measurements of the electrical

resistivity and specific heat at low Bi concentrations of Y2−xBixIr2O7 for samples

grown in a closed environment. These measurements showcase the robustness

of the ραT−4 power law and suggest a “bad” WSM scenario. In addition, a

small observed MR is consistent with a small ratio of mean free path to magnetic

scattering length. This small MR, combined with the power law 1
T 4 makes Y2Ir2O7

an attractive material for low-temperature thermometry. The low temperature

C(T ) is understood in terms of magnon excitation of the AIAO structure, which is

rapidly destabilized with Bi incorporation. Further theoretical and experimental

work is needed to explore the ramification of strong electron correlations in the

R2Ir2O7 WSM’s.
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Chapter 4

Extremely Weakly Interacting

∆Sz = 0 and ∆Sz = 1 Excitation’s

and Evidence for Fractional

Quantization in a Magnetization

Plateau: CeSb

The understanding and application of magnetic phenomena has been

paramount for not only the advancement of modern technology but also to under-

stand fundamental stses of matter. Here we present a study of the metamagnet

CeSb as an exploration in an emerging field of magnetic phenomena arising from

topologically protected real space spin configurations.

The remainder of this chapter has been previously published during De-

cember of 2020 in Physical Review Letters
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4.1 Abstract

The plateau at 1/3 of the saturation magnetization, Ms, in the meta-

magnet CeSb is accompanied by a state of ferromagnetic layers of spins in an

up-up-down sequence. Here we report measurements of M and the specific heat,

C, in the plateau, spin wave analyses of which reveal two distinct branches of

excitations. Those with ∆Sz = 1 as measured by M , coexist with a much larger

population of ∆Sz = 0 excitations measured by C but invisible to M . The large

density of ∆Sz = 0 excitations, their energy gap, and their seeming lack of in-

teraction with ∆Sz = 1 excitations suggest an analogy with astrophysical dark

matter. Additionally, in the middle of the plateau three sharp jumps in M(H)

are seen, the size of which, 0.15 %Ms, is consistent with fractional quantization

of magnetization-per-site in the down-spin layers.

4.2 Introduction

Over the last few decades, magnetization plateaus have provided a rich

source for the study of quantum magnetism. These plateaus have been shown to

arise in metamagnets, low-dimensional magnets, and geometrically frustrated sys-

tems and are understood to result from a gap in the many-body energy spectrum

analogous to that underlying the fractional quantum Hall effect (QHE) [59, 60]. In

such systems, a physical quantity is quantized over specific magnetic field ranges

due to a topological commensurability between localized excitations and the lat-

tice, resulting in translational symmetry breaking [61]. For spin models, this

quantization condition is expressed as n(S −m) = integer in the plateaus, where

n is the translational period of the ground state, S is the total spin per site, and
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m is the magnetization per site in units of spin quantum number [59, 61].

In order to better understand topological quantization in magnetic sys-

tems, we chose the metallic metamagnet CeSb, which in zero field (H) undergoes

simultaneous antiferromagnetic ordering and a structural transition from its high

temperature NaCl phase to tetragonal symmetry at TN = 16K [102]. At finite

H and lower T , CeSb exhibits a large number of ordered phases which have been

identified and extensively studied by magnetization [102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 63],

specific heat [102, 107, 108, 109, 110], neutron diffraction [104, 105, 106, 109, 111,

112, 113, 114, 115, 116], x-ray diffraction [116, 117], ARPES [118] and charge

transport [63, 119, 120]. The Ce3+ moments in CeSb arise from a J = 5/2(Γ7)

doublet ground state (equivalent to an effective S = 1/2 and an effective g-factor

g = 4.28) and an anisotropic spin-spin interaction, attributed to strong mixing of

the Ce f-states with neighboring p-orbitals in Sb [103, 115]. While the magnetic

response is anisotropic with an easy axis [103], inelastic neutron scattering sees

dispersive magnetic excitations [111, 112] indicating only partial Ising character.

In the ordered states, the spins are ferromagnetically aligned in layers perpen-

dicular to (0,0,1) with the multiplicity of states corresponding to different repeat

patterns of spin planes, aligned and anti-aligned with H || (0,0,1) [109]. The

plateau corresponding to 1/3rd of the saturation magnetization, Ms, occurring for

2.1 ≤ H ≤ 3.7T and T < 10K, is defined by a quantization condition among

layers which triples the unit cell in an up-up-down (↑↑↓) sequence [59, 61], and

can be relatively flat in high quality crystals [63]. The quantization condition

parameters for this plateau are thus n = 3, S = 1/2, and m = (1/3)(1/2) = 1/6.

In this work we present studies of the magnetization,M(T,H), and spe-

cific heat, C(T,H), in the 1/3rd plateau (n = 3) of CeSb. We find that the slope

of MvH or “plateau susceptibility”, χP , in the 1/3rd phase is 1.15x10−2 emu/-
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mole and weakly temperature dependent between 2 − 9K. Application of spin

wave theory to explain the temperature dependences in M and C leads to a large

discrepancy in the spin wave stiffness between these two quantities, indicating the

presence of two distinct excitation branches. The ∆Sz = 0 excitations probed

by C are likely due to time-reversed pairs of spins across interfaces between up

and down layers, revealing a spin flip density in the down layers of 9% at the

high-temperature boundary of the plateau. The seeming invisibility of the large

population of ∆Sz = 0 excitations to M suggests an analogy to dark matter.

Furthermore, on close inspection, the shape of the plateau resembles a Brillouin

function, characteristic of free spins, on top of which we observe distinct jumps

whose magnitude and width suggest two-dimensional long-range ordering among

∆Sz = 1 excitations in the down layers. Moreover, by subtracting an arbitrary

free-spin background, the jumps reveal plateaus which are consistent with frac-

tional quantization condition within the down layers.

4.3 Analysis and Results

Crystals of CeSb were grown from a flux (Appendix B) and have a cubic

morphology with an average cube side of 5 mm and mass of approximately 60

mg. For this work, we confirmed reproducibility of the data shown below on three

different samples from two growth runs. The dc magnetization was measured in

a Quantum Design superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) mag-

netometer with hysteresis protocols described below for H along a cubic axis to

an accuracy of 1 degree. Measurements of C(T ) were made using the relaxation

method in a Quantum Design Physical Property Measurement System (PPMS).

The lattice contribution to C(T ) in CeSb was identified with the specific heat of
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a single crystal of non-magnetic LaSb, grown for this purpose. All data presented

here have this lattice contribution subtracted, and thus represents the magnetic

contribution to C(H,T ) see Supplemental Material for lattice subtraction meth-

ods, which includes Refs. [121, 122, 123].

Figure 4.1: (a) MvH at different temperatures between 2 and 9 K. Solid
circles are data points taken upon increasing magnetic field and open circles are
data points taken upon decreasing magnetic field. Inset- zoomed in plot of MvH
within the 1/3rd plateau. (b) C/TvH at different temperatures between 2 and 9
K with the grey area denoting the 1/3rd plateau region.

In Fig. 4.1 (a), we present M(H,T ) for both increasing and decreasing

external fields, and find consistency with previous results. We note that the tem-

perature dependence of M(H) within the plateau is i) small, with dlnM/(dT =

0.0013K−1) and, ii) much less for decreasing H than for increasing H, a point to
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which we will return later. As H increases out of the plateau and into the aligned

paramagnetic phase, M reaches its saturation value Ms = 1.116x104 emu/mole

= 2.0µB, as observed previously [63]. The deviation from the free-ion value of

2.14µB is ascribable to the presence of the near-lying Γ8 quartet [124]. In Fig.

4.1 (b), we present C(H)/T from H = 1− 5T , taken on increasing field with the

1/3rd plateau clearly delineated as a mesa-like feature indicating an increase in

available states within the plateau. Most importantly, the temperature depen-

dence of C(H)/T taken between 2K and 9K is (dln(C/T ))/(dT = 0.29K−1), i.e.

a factor of 200 times greater than dlnM/dT . By contrast, usual antiferromagnets

such as Dy3Al5O19 display dln(C/T )/dT ≈ dlnM/dT [125].

Before addressing the sub-gap structure in M(H), we attempt to model

the dramatically different temperature dependences ofM and C/T by spin waves.

Viewing the FM layers as independent systems, as H is increased the up layers

see an increasing local field and the down layers see a decreasing local field. This

dictates a decreasing spin wave density with H for the up layers (larger local

gap) and an increasing spin wave density for the down layers (smaller local gap).

Thus, in the independent-layer scenario, the combined effect implies that the

down layer will dominate temperature-induced changes in M . Following Niira’s

modification [126] of Bloch’s theory to include an anisotropy-induced spin wave

gap, ∆, the temperature dependence of M can be expressed as (M(T ))/Ms =

1−AT 3/2e(−∆M )/T , where A depends on fundamental constants, Ms, and the spin

wave stiffness, and the gap ∆M depends on the internal magnetic field. As shown

in Fig. 4.2 (a)/(b), we find good agreement to spin wave fits of M(T ) and a

corresponding form for C(T )/T [127] at constant fields in the 1/3rd phase. For

the fits to M(T ) and C(T ) we used the data obtained on increasing H and we

discuss the down sweeps separately below. The spin wave stiffness for M(T ) and
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Figure 4.2: (a) Magnetization vs. temperature at fixed fields, the values of which
are given in frame (b). The solid lines are fits to a spin wave form. (b) Specific heat
vs. temperature at different fields (data lie on top of each other). The solid lines
are fits to a spin wave form and the dashed line obeys C/T = a+bT 2, showing that
phonons cannot produce the observed temperature dependence. (c) The energy
gaps resulting from the spin wave fits for both magnetization and specific heat.
For all fits, γ = 5mJ/moleK2,D4 = 1.11J/moleK5/2 and A = −0.0023K−3/2 are
held constant.
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C(T ) was found to be 111 − 119KÅ2 and 10.3KÅ2 respectively. The spin wave

gaps (Fig. 4.2 (c)) extracted from the fits of M and C are ∆M = 15 − 20K

and ∆C = 22.9K, respectively. In contrast to the large difference in spin wave

stiffness, the gap values from C and M are within 50% of each other, showing

that the two excitation types probed by C andM see similar gaps but with vastly

different density of states. The integrated entropy ∆S =
∫
C/T from 2K to 9K

in the plateau is 9%Rln2.

The simple spin wave analysis above belies the complex microscopic nature

of the charge-spin-orbital degrees of freedom at play in CeSb. Although the

degeneracy-lifting represented by the various magnetic transitions below TN is

among J = 5/2 doublets, the energy gap to the excited S = 3/2(Γ8) quartet is

only 24K [110], i.e. comparable to the gap inducing the plateau. Such an excited

state for free spins in a field of 3 T would produce a total entropy between 2−9K,

(1/3)Squartet = 2.36J/moleK, greatly exceeding that of CeSb, S = 0.55J/moleK

(See Fig. 4.6, Supplemental Material). Thus, because the density of states for

these crystal field excitations is significantly reduced compared to that of free

spins, the effect of the energy gap associated with 1/3 quantization extends to the

suppression of the excited state population. Ambiguity in the precise nature of

the ∆S = 0, 1 excitations does not alter our main observation, however, that they

are not mutually interacting.

The situation of two types of excitations equal in energy but not interact-

ing is reminiscent of Herring’s description of accidental degeneracy of free electrons

[34]. In magnetic systems, similarity is found in frustrated s = 1/2 Heisenberg

spin models such as the frustrated spin chain [128, 129] and the antiferromag-

netic kagome lattice [130], both of which exhibit magnetization plateaus. For the

kagome lattice at H = 0, however, both exact diagonalization and mean field
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analyses reveal distinct sectors of gapped triplet excitations coexisting with gap-

less singlet excitations [131, 132]. The present situation differs from these T = 0

analogues in that the ∆Sz = 0 excitations possess a gap reflecting the many-body

spectrum and thus would arise from a mass term in an effective Hamiltonian. That

the ∆Sz = 0 excitations are simultaneously dense in the down layer while also

invisible to M(H) suggests an analogy to astrophysical dark matter. While the

origin of dark matter is of course unknown, the present situation is more tractable.

Since the mini jumps are likely due to ordering among localized ∆Sz = 1 excita-

tions, an excitation not resulting in a change of M must involve flips of two spins,

one aligned and one anti-aligned with H. Thus, one of the two spins must come

from the down-layer and the other from a nearby up-layer. If half of the 9.0%Rln2

entropy developed up to 9K is in the down layer, which represents only 1/3rd of

all spins, then approximately 15% of the down layer spins will be reversed. This

large density of spin flips should lead to a similar effect in the mean field, evinced

in both the plateau as well as ∆C , as shown in Fig. 4.2 (c).

The astrophysical analogy suggested above can be extended by considering

that the term “dark” corresponds to the absence of elastic scattering of photons

from a large amount of mass inferred from observations of galaxy expansion. One

might ask whether an analogue of photons, namely neutrons, are able to image

∆Sz = 0 excitations in CeSb. While it is unlikely that such excitations are directly

observable in the neutron elastic channel, their presence might be inferred from

accurate diffraction measurements as a decrease in ordered moment of the ↑↑↓

phase as T is increased within the plateau. Of course the present system also

admits the possibility of inelastic scattering, which should allow direct imaging

of ∆Sz = 0 excitations as a flat band at the gap energy. Such a measurement

would complement the specific heat by providing a way to image magnetically-
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dark excitations using inelastic radiative processes. A class of systems with more

relevance to CeSb are the QHE systems. Despite evidence that the fractional

ground states are spin polarized, thus lacking a singlet degree of freedom, the

observation of oscillations in C(H) measurements [133] makes it reasonable to ask

if measurements of the T -dependence would reveal magnetically-dark excitations.

We now address the mini jumps in the middle of the plateau. Above a

Brillouin-function-like background, three mini jumps are seen at 2.7, 2.9, and 3.1

T for H up-sweeps and one distinct jump at 2.85 T for H down-sweeps, as shown

in the inset of Fig. 4.1 (a). Often, small jumps in M(H) are observed close to

the major jumps straddling a plateau and are associated with incomplete ordering

related to sample inhomogeneity. By contrast, the mini-jumps in CeSb occur in

the middle of the 1/3rd plateau. In addition, we observe these jumps in three

different samples at virtually the same field values, as shown in Fig. 4.4 (b),

which argues against an extrinsic explanation. The jumps are characterized by

their size, 0.0015 of Ms, and by their width, which is comparable to the width

of the major jumps. No corresponding features are observed in C(H), consistent

with the lower precision of this measurement compared to SQUID-based M(H).

Since the large jumps in M(H) occur at plateau boundaries, it is reason-

able to ask if the mini-jumps are associated with mini-plateaus, and thus with an

additional topological quantization condition. As discussed above, such a quanti-

zation condition relates the jump height inversely to the period of broken spatial

symmetry. If the broken symmetry is in the same direction as that associated

with the 1/3rd quantization, (001), then 0.0015Ms implies a period of 670 lattice

constants, which is extremely unlikely. More likely is that the spatially broken

symmetry is transverse to (001). Moreover, due to the ↑↑↓ order within the

plateau, it is reasonable to assume that the mini-jumps correspond to spin-flip
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Figure 4.3: Magnetization data on field upsweep in the 1/3rd plateau vs. mag-
netic field difference from the lower boundary, HP,0, of the plateau region. The
data shown are those in Fig. 4.1 with a Brillouin function subtracted, as de-
scribed in the text. The inset shows the fraction of free spin density per formula
unit used in the Brillouin function subtraction.

ordering only within the ↓-layer since the ↑-layer spins should be nearly fully po-

larized along H. In this case, for the largest of the mini-jumps such spin flips

would be separated by ((1/3Ms)/0.0015Ms)1/2 15 lattice constants in the down

layer and the smaller “satellite” jumps indicate a larger separation. While such a

repeat period is still quite large on the scale of usual atomic spin ordered wave-

lengths, we note that Skyrmion lattices can exhibit such large lattice constants

[134].

If, as argued above, the mini-jumps correspond to plateaus related to
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spatial symmetry breaking in the ↓-layers, then the finiteM(H) slope in the 1/3rd

plateau masks the mini-plateaus. Is it possible, then, to separate the spin-wave

background from the mini-plateau M(H)? Since the spin wave analysis above

describes M(H) well and since it has the shape of a Brillouin function, B(x), we

model the background spin-wave contribution as MBrillouin = ngSµBB(x) where

n is a molar spin density, x = gSµBHP,eff/kBT , and HP,eff = H − HP,0, with

HP,0 = 2.4− 2.55T , from 9− 2K respectively, being the lower boundary at which

the Brillouin function fit was made. We subtract from each up-sweep isotherm

MBrillouin(H,T ), with n adjusted to achieve flatness in M −MBrillouin. As shown

in Fig. 4.3, for each isotherm a single B(x) function produces plateau-like regions

for all three mini jumps and the inset of Fig. 4.3 shows the values of n required to

produce such flatness. Since the spin-wave spectrum is probably quite complex,

given the different sublattices and exchange constants [115], it is surprising that

a simple Brillouin function parameterization produces such flat mini-plateaus.

For any plateau system, the magnitude of field where M(H) enters a

plateau is significant only for providing information on the internal mean field.

Nevertheless, it is of possible future interest to note the precise location of the

mini-jumps. In Fig 4.4 (a), dM/dH for the jumps provides their precise positions

and variation with H and T . We see that the central, and largest, of the jumps

asymptotically approaches as T → 2K, a field value corresponding to H = Hl +

fp∆H1/3 where ∆H1/3 = 1.7±0.1T is the width of the 1/3rd plateau and fp = 1/2

(see Supplemental Material). Small variations in the width, lower, and upper field

boundaries are seen from 2 − 9K, which adjust the fp = 1/2 field value at each

temperature. The fp = 1/2 field values appear to converge upon decreasing T

(open circles Fig. 4.4 (a)). The other two jumps seem to approach fp = 3/8 and

5/8.
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Figure 4.4: (a) Field derivative of the magnetization in the 1/3rd plateau region
vs. field, indicating the positions of the mini jumps. The open circles mark the
fp = 1/2 field value for each temperature. (b) Positions of the mini jumps in
multiple samples of CeSb. Sample peaks were scaled to comparable magnitudes
and set relative to the field width of the 1/3rd plateau in each sample.

Finally, we address the hysteresis of M(H) observed in the 1/3rd plateau

region. Such hysteresis is not uncommon and usually appears near the steps

straddling the plateau. The cause of hysteresis in such cases is likely similar to

hysteresis in M(H) loops of hard ferromagnets, namely pinning of domain walls

by defects or impurities. While such a mechanism may explain the small difference

in the magnitude of M(H) between up and down sweeps, ∆Mup−down ≈ 0.5%, it

doesn’t immediately explain why only the fp = 1/2 mini-jump is seen on down

sweeps. The larger M(H) for down-sweeps than for up-sweeps implies, however,

that a residual density of spins in the down layer are pinned in the up direction.

The effect of such a defect density can be seen in the broadening of the fp = 1/2

mini-jump on down-sweeps which is likely due to an average defect-defect distance

comparable to 15 lattice constants. A distance of this magnitude could then

eliminate the satellite mini-jumps since it would correspond to a density greater
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than the 2D percolation threshold of those fractionalized spins.

To summarize, we have shown via C(T ) measurements within the 1/3rd

plateau of CeSb, the presence of a separate ∆Sz = 0 branch of excitations invisi-

ble to M(H) and interacting with ∆Sz = 1 in a manner that evokes dark matter

in the astrophysical context. In addition, the ∆Sz = 1 excitations reveal sharp

small jumps in M(H) that imply additional translational symmetry breaking in

the down-spin layers. Further study of these phenomena will include small angle

neutron scattering, ultra-low temperature magneto-thermal and transport mea-

surements, and theoretical studies. Also of interest would be an exploration of

the integer and fractional QHEs to test for excitations analogous to the ∆Sz = 0

magnetically-dark excitations we have observed in CeSb.

4.4 Supplemental Material

4.4.1 Determination of the lattice contribution to C(T )

The lattice contribution to C(T ) in CeSb was determined using a single

crystal of non-magnetic LaSb, grown for this purpose. The C(T )/T data for LaSb

at H = 0.1T , along with those of CeSb at H = 0, are shown in Fig. 4.5. The

applied field used in the LaSb measurement was required to suppress an anomaly

at T = 3.7K, which was assumed to be due to the superconducting transition

in residual Sn flux [121, 122] used in the synthesis. No other H dependence was

observed. The size of this anomaly, about 9% of the total C(T ), implies that Sn

constitutes a mass fraction of 7% in LaSb sample. Thus, for the LaSb specific heat

we took the measured heat capacity data at 0.1T , subtracted the heat capacity of

the derived mass of Sn, and normalized the result by the reduced mass of LaSb.
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The Sn correction constitutes 7.6% (6.1%) of the lattice and 1.6% (0.1%) of the

total CeSb C(T ) at 3K (9K) respectively.

While the subtraction of LaSb specific heat accounts for the phonon con-

tribution to the total specific heat CeSb, another lattice contribution is associated

with the latent heat of the first order structural transition from the NaCl struc-

ture to a tetragonal structure. This transition occurs simultaneously with the Neél

transition at 16K, and is partially indicated by the sharp peak seen in Fig. 4.5.

We found that, as expected for a first-order transition, the height of the peak, and

thus the integrated entropy, depends strongly on the size of the temperature step

in the heat capacity measurement [123]. Thus, while our specific heat data below

15K agree with a previous measurement [107] we find a smaller value of integrated

entropy through the Neél transition. While this observation has no relevance to

the conclusions of the present work, if the structural latent heat is not accounted

for accurately, it can be wrongly construed to imply that the Neél order involves

substantial participation from the Γ8 quartet states. As emphasized in the main

text, however, the good agreement between our observed saturation moment and

that expected for the Γ7 manifold provides assurance that the physics described

here is that of a Kramers doublet. This point is further emphasized below.

4.4.2 Specific heat of a free-spin Γ8 quartet

In Fig. 4.6 are plotted data for C(T )/T of a free-spin quartet state with

S = 3/2, a Lande g-factor of 6/7, and a zero-field energy of 24kB, as appropriate

for CeSb, in a field of 3T . Also shown is C(T )/T for CeSb at 3T . As stated in the

main text, we see that the specific heat of the quartet state is much larger than

that of CeSb. Clearly the density of states for these crystal field excitations is
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significantly reduced due to the collective effect of the spin-spin interaction within

the plateau.

4.4.3 Intra-plateau H − T diagram

In Fig. 4.7 are plotted theH−T dependence of the mini-jumps seen within

the 1/3rd plateau. As stated in the main text, the precise positions acquired

from dM/dH show that the central, and largest, of the jumps asymptotically

approaches as T → 2K, a field value corresponding to H = Hl + fp∆H1/3 where

∆H1/3 = 1.7± 0.1T is the width of the 1/3rd plateau and fp = 1/2 . The plateau
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Figure 4.5: C/TvT 2 of CeSb at H = 0 and LaSb at H = 0.2T . The sharp peaks
seen in the CeSb data indicate the H = 0 occurrence of the multiple magnatic
phases observed outside of the 1/3rd plateau region.
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Figure 4.6: C/TvT of CeSb and 1/3rd of the specific heat due to a quartet state
lifted by a crystal field gap of T = 24K in an external field of H = 3T .

width is determined at each temperature as small variations in the width, lower,

and upper field boundaries are seen from 2−9K, the adjusted fp = 1/2 field value

at each temperature is shown in open circles of Fig. 4.4 (a) of the main text.
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Chapter 5

Observation of Magnetoquantum

Oscillations in Specific Heat of

SmB6

Here we discuss the role of specific heat in Quantum Oscillation measure-

ments as they pertain to the topological Kondo insulator SmB6. This system has

been proposed to, via the parton model, host a neutral Fermi surface, a precursor

for topological quantum spin liquid (QSL) states. The highly entangled ground

state of qsl’s imbues unique physical characteristics some of which host non-local

excitations and topological properties. Within this context we explore high field

specific heat studies on Al-flux growth SmB6 to shed light on the phenomena of

dHvA QOs without SdH QOs in an insulating system.
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5.1 Abstract

Here we report measurements of the low-temperature specific heat C(T )

of Al-flux-grown samples of SmB6 in magnetic fields up to 31T applied at different

angles with respect to the [001] crystallographic direction. In C(T ) v H, between

H = 8 − 20T large humps are found that sharpen upon cooling. These features

are angle- and temperature-dependent, cannot be modeled as simple Schottky

anomalies, and follow an energy scaling consistent with bulk spin excitons with

low energy magnetic excitations of 1 − 2meV . Quantum oscillations at the 1-

sigma level above the noise are observed in 1/H after applying the Lomb-Scargle

interpolation method and show partial agreement with those expected for SmB6.

The amplitude of oscillations above T = 0.5K are consistent, within Lifshitz-

Kosevich theory, with heavy effective masses ranging from 4 − 6me, consistent

with the Sommerfeld coefficient for SmB6. More importantly, these oscillations

cannot be modeled using light effective masses (meff < 1me) as expected for Al

inclusions possibly formed during crystal growth. The amplitude of oscillations

below T = 0.5K grows drastically on cooling, deviating from the Lifshitz-Kosevich

theory in an analogous manner to that shown by dHvA oscillations in float zone

growth SmB6.

5.2 Introduction

The surge of interest in quantum matter has motivated studies of sys-

tems in which excitations might be governed by statistics that are fractionalized,

i.e. neither Bose or Fermi-like. With new physics, however, comes increasing

complexity, as has been evidenced in the Kondo insulator SmB6, a material
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of high interest for the past five decades. SmB6 has been shown to exhibit

intermediate valence states [135, 136, 137, 138, 139], Kondo insulating states

[140, 141], and strongly correlated heavy Fermion Topological Kondo Insulating

states [142, 143, 144, 145, 146, 147, 148, 149, 150, 33]. Most recently however

there has been a large effort to understand the presence of quantum oscillations

(QOs) which appear in magnetization (de Haas van Alphen (dHvA) effect) but,

surprisingly, not in the resistivity (Shubnikov de Haas (ShdH) effect). This dis-

crepancy cannot easily be explained since, if the QOs emanate from the bulk,

both magnetization and resistivity are controlled by a common density of states

and normally are both observed.

A large variety of theoretical solutions have emerged, ranging from ex-

trinsic (QO’s arising from aluminum inclusions in flux grown samples[151] and

Sm vacancies/rare earth impurities in float zone growth samples) to the intrin-

sic (nodal line semi-metal states [152] and neutral fermi surfaces from composite

excitons [65]) to explain the seeming lack of interaction between electrical trans-

port and magnetic phenomena. An additional complication arises since SmB6

is a topological Kondo insulator, which admits the possibility of metallic surface

modes, thus supporting a 2D [153] origin of the QO phenomena. Finally, experi-

ments have been performed on float zone and flux grown samples which introduces

additional discrepancies among measured quantities [154].

To better understand the fundamental nature of the electronic spectrum

in SmB6, we measured its specific heat as a function of field, C(H), in search of

QOs. Unlike magnetization, C(H) probes the density of all states, both magnetic

and non-magnetic and unlike resistivity, C(H) is not sensitive to scattering time

effects. Thus, the observation of QOs in C(H) would be unambiguous evidence for

charge-neutral excitations. We observed oscillations in C(H) via ac-calorimetry
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for two sets of flux grown samples in the 31T , 50mm bore, top-loading cryostat

(cell 9) at the National High Magnetic Field Lab (NHMFL) in Tallahassee and in a

Bluefors 12T top loading dilution refrigerator at Stockholm University. While the

QOs seen in C(H) do not reproduce all of those seen in magnetization, they pro-

vide new information with regards to additional forms of ground state excitations

motivate further measurements.

5.3 Non-Oscillatory Specific Heat

The temperature (1 − 0.5K) and field dependence (5 − 31T ) of C(T,H)

was investigated at a variety of angles of the external magnetic field relative to

the [001] crystallographic axis, shown for φ = 20o, in Fig. 5.1 (a). At high tem-

peratures we find a broad hump in C(H) and a second broad hump emerges on

cooling from T = 1.0 − 0.5K. The second hump emerges between 0.75 − 0.58K

and appears to become larger relative to the background C(H) and sharper at

lower temperatures. Broad peaks in C(H) that sharpen upon decreasing temper-

ature can be understood qualitatively as a level crossing as evidenced by Schottky

Anomalies. Modeling 3-peak Schottky Anomalies as shown in Fig. 5.1 (b) we see

that the sharpness and angular dependence of the features, when compared to

the data, make a simple level crossing due to impurity states unlikely. While the

magnitudes of each Schottky anomaly are consistent with a 0.1 − 0.5% impurity

concentration, the broadness of the peaks at high fields, the angular dependence of

C, and the temperature dependence of C relative to that of SmB6 invalidate this

simple model but further modeling that incorporates disorder effects may better

describe the observations. While a simple model of Schottky defects, modified

with disorder, may explain broad features in C(H), other more intrinsic expla-
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Figure 5.1: (a)Heat capacity vs. magnetic field at a constant angle, φ = 20o,
for various temperatures between 0.49 − 1.07K. (b) Modeling C(H) for 3 field
dependent gap Schottky Anomalies as compared to C(H) for SmB6 at T = 0.49K
from H = 5− 31T .

nations might come into play. For example, inelastic neutron scattering (INS)

experiments [138, 155, 156] have been interpreted from a slave boson treatment of

the Anderson Hamiltonian as low energy ∼ 14meV bulk spin excitons, electron-

hole pairs with non-zero angular momentum [157]. Additional measurements and

models have been shown to support this general conjecture of intrinsic low en-

ergy magnetism, a result of which should manifest as additive to any oscillatory

behavior and will not be further considered here [158, 159, 160].
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5.4 Evidence for Quantum Oscillations

Turning our attention to the possibility of specific heat QO’s, Fig. 5.1 (a)

shows that, if present, such oscillations are at the noise limit. Such a low signal-to-

noise requires a systematic approach to the analysis. This analysis can be broken

down into the following steps. First, to reduce the possibility of introducing

oscillatory features, we avoid using a polynomial function in the background sub-

traction process. Given the s-shape of the background of Cv1/H from 14− 31T ,

we therefore used a sigmoid function, given by, y = A1−A2
(1+e(x−x0)/dx) + A2, where

A1, A2, x0 and dx are fitting parameters. Second, to accurately determine the

power spectrum for low signal-to-noise non uniformly sampled data we made use

of non-uniform discrete Fourier transforms (NDFT). The Lomb-Scargle approach

was used due to its increased high frequency range and success in applications of

the detection of non-uniformly sampled, low signal-to-noise sinusoidally periodic

signals. Third, the resulting periodogram was then weighted by the inverse of the

false alarm probability, a metric that gives qualitative indications for the likeli-

hood of a determined frequency peak to be composed of noise. Fourth, we used

the determined frequency peaks to find best fit materials parameters for Lifshitz-

Kosevich (L-K) fits to the residual specific heat to verify and set the range of

validity, assuming reasonable materials parameters. This analysis methodology

was thoroughly vetted as will be shown with data obtained on samples of LaB6,

an isostructural compound found to exhibit large dHvA oscillations.

Traditional methods in condensed matter for studying quantum oscilla-

tory phenomena utilize the standard ‘time’ series analysis of discrete Fourier trans-

forms (DFT) or discrete fast Fourier transforms (DFFT), however, for magneto-

quantum oscillations, this procedure is only mathematically valid if the data are
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sampled uniformly in 1/H. One then finds, due to the inverse in magnetic field

periodicity of quantum oscillations as derived from L-K theory [161], the use of

DFTs is invalidated when measurements are made scaling linearly with H. It is,

however, common to find L-K fits of measurements of quantum oscillatory phe-

nomena scaled linearly with H in published literature since for large amplitude

heavily sampled signals the spacing between points is small enough such that the

magnitude of contributions to each frequency bin is negligibly altered within a

small enough field range. For non-uniformly sampled data, the approximation of

linear sampling, stops being valid as the signal-to-noise ratio of the oscillatory

amplitude is reduced, the accessed field range becomes too large, or the sampling

rate becomes less uniform, which is of increasing importance for high field and

high frequency measurements.

Accurate determination of the power spectrum for low signal-to-noise non

uniformly sampled data requires the use of non-uniform discrete Fourier trans-

forms (NDFT) of which several methods exist. One of the most useful for de-

tecting non uniformly sampled low signal to noise sinusoidal periodicity is the

Lomb-Scargle method [162]. The Lomb-Scargle approach is beneficial over clas-

sical non uniform periodogram methods in that the noise distribution at each

individual frequency is chi-square distributed under the null hypothesis where the

periodogram results from Gaussian noise and the result is equivalent to a peri-

odogram derived from a least squares analysis [162]. One important metric given

by the Lomb-Scargle method is the false alarm probability (FAP). The FAP is the

probability that the resulting spectrum is composed of gaussian noise and so a

FAP = 1 indicates data at the specified frequency is best represented by gaussian

noise. The closer the FAP is to zero the higher the likelihood that the data at a

specified frequency representative of a true frequency peak, such that weighting
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the spectrum by the inverse of the false alarm probability gives the best qualitative

representation of the true frequency peaks.

All data were prepared for frequency spectrum analysis in the same man-

ner. Utilizing the open source MATLAB code for Lomb-Scargle NUDFT made

available by Jacob VanderPlas [162], periodograms were generated for all H

sweeps. An oversampling factor of ten and a peak frequency of four times that

of the average Nyquist frequency were used to make sure all possible oscillation

frequencies were probed.

Due to the extensive processing required to extract frequency peaks of low

signal to noise data we then modeled within L-K theory the residual specific heat.

As outlined by D. Shoenberg [9] the theoretical oscillatory specific heat derived

via L-K theory in the limit of T → 0 is

∆Cres = −1
T

me

m∗ ( me

2π~2 )3/2(2µB)5/2 V

p5/2π2(A′′)1/2H
5/2cos(2πp(F/H + φ)) (5.1)

where me is the electron mass, m∗ is the quasi particle effective mass, µB is the

Bohr magneton, V is the sample volume, H is the applied external magnetic field,

F is the frequency of oscillation, A′′ is a dimensionless measure of the curvature

of the Fermi surface and p is an integer value that corresponds to the harmonic of

the fundamental frequency (p = 1 is the fundamental frequency). The amplitude

of the oscillatory thermodynamic potential and thus the oscillatory specific heat

given by Eq. 5.1 1 is reduced by i) the introduction of a finite scattering time due

to impurity scattering, ii) phase smearing due to the broadening of Landau Levels

at finite temperature, and iii) an effective mass-dependent amplitude correction

factor due to spin scattering. As the temperature is increased, the oscillatory

contribution to the specific heat decreases in amplitude, thus restructuring of the
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oscillation envelope in certain field ranges. At finite temperature, phase smearing

is due to the distribution of the probability of the occupation of a state. The

probability of an occupied state is equivalent to the superposition of oscillations

in which the frequency F or equivalent phase is spread over a small range. This

alters Eq. 5.1 to become

∆Cres = −1
T

me

m∗ z
2f
′′(z)( me

2π~2 )3/2(2µB)5/2 V

p5/2π2(A′′)1/2H
5/2cos(2πp(F/H + φ))

(5.2)

with z = 2π2pkBT
β∗H

and f(z) = z/sinh(z) where β∗ = e~/m∗. Shown in Fig. 5.2 is

the effect of phase smearing, via the factor z2f
′′(z), on the oscillatory waveform

and envelope of oscillations. This introduces a node in the specific heat centered

at a field that is determined by temperature and quasiparticle effective mass. As

is shown for effective masses of 0.13, 3, 4, and 5me the specific heat node arises

at a temperature of T = 0.58K in our field range of interest. This shows from

H = 14− 31T for effective masses ranging from 3− 6me one expects a reduction

or growth of the amplitude of magnetoquantum oscillations as the ramping field

passes through the node. We also note that for meff = 0.13 the oscillatory

amplitude is small and constant in comparison to larger effective masses at these

temperatures and fields.

Introducing electron scattering results in an exponential damping of the

amplitude of oscillations by which Eq. 5.2 is multiplied by RD = e−p((2π2kB)/β)TD/H

where TD is the Dingle temperature, a sample-to-sample dependent parameter

tied to the broadening of Landau tubes due to electron scattering. This damping

effect is a controlling factor for setting the scale of possible oscillatory phenomena,

leading to the need for low temperatures and large magnetic fields to observe
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Figure 5.2: L-K theoretical oscillatory specific heat in the finite temperature
limit, T = 0.58K, incorporating phase smearing and electron scattering for Dingle
temperatures TD = 1K.

oscillations. Here we note that the effective mass, m∗, enters into the temperature

damping terms (phase smearing) but the bare electron mass, me, enters into the

field damping terms (Dingle factor)[9]. This complication, however, is commonly

ignored and the effective mass is entered into the Dingle factor. To properly

compare our data to published literature one needs to determine which fitting

methods were utilized as the calculated value of TD,calc for a given value of RD will

differ from the true value TD,true by a factor of m∗/me . Lastly, the introduction
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of spin scattering results in a constant reduction across all temperatures and

fields of Rs = cos(1/2pπgm∗/me) where g is the landé g-factor. One then finds

the final finite temperature oscillatory specific heat including phase smearing,

electron scattering, and spin splitting to be that shown in Eq. 5.3 where C0 =

V/π2(me/(2π~2))3/2(2µB)5/2 in SI units.

∆Cres = −1
T

me

m∗ z
2f
′′(z) H5/2

(A′′)1/2C0RDRScos(2πp(F/H + φ)) (5.3)

Additionally, we then set a range, for simple structures, of curvature values,

A
′′ , for our fits. For a cylindrical Fermi surface (FS) the cross-sectional area

is A = πk2
c . Then A

′′ = 2π and the magnitude of the specific heat oscilla-

tions is enhanced by (A′′)−1/2∼0.4. For a cubic FS, the cross-sectional area

is A = k2
c such that the specific heat oscillation magnitude is enhanced by

(A′′)−1/2 = (2)−1/2∼0.7. However, this assumes the FS spans the entirety of

the BZ. SmB6 hosts a simple cubic lattice with a = 4.133Å where the area of

the first BZ is ABZ = (2π/a)2 = 2.31Å−2. Scaling A′′ based on the ratio of the

extremal FS area, calculated from the measured oscillation frequency using On-

sager’s relation, ∆1/H = 2πe
~

1
Ae
, to that of the first BZ we have, for example, at

a frequency of 695T , Ae/ABZ = 0.06634/2.31 = 0.027, which for a cylindrical FS

enhances the oscillation amplitude by (2π ∗ 0.027)−1/2 = 2.43 and for a cubic FS

enhances the oscillation amplitude by (2 ∗ 0.027)−1/2 = 4.3. This sets a range, for

simple structures, of validity for our fits.

In order to verify our methodology and application of L-K theory to clas-

sify the QO’s in rare earth hexaborides we measured, from H = 0 − 12T and

T = 1 − 0.1K, C of LaB6. Measurements were made using a 12T Bluefors di-

lution refrigerator using membrane calorimeters developed by Nathanael Fortune
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and Andreas Ryhd at Stockholm university. These calorimeters can accurately

measure the specific heat of extremely small samples (10µm × 30µm × 30µm)

and give the best experimentally achievable signal noise for low temperature ac-

calorimetry [163]. Unfortunately, because these calorimeters were not available

during our runtime at the NHMFL, we will discuss and compare our NHMFL data

measured with Professor Fortune’s nano-calorimeter to a limited set of explorative

measurements of C taken at Stockholm using differential membrane calorimeters

on different Al-flux grown samples.

Applying the Lomb-Scargle frequency analysis to the lowest noise mea-

surements of LaB6 at T = 0.358K we find the oscillation spectrum shown in

Fig.5.3 (a). Here we find, for φ = 0o, frequency peaks at F = 8, 847, 697, 3228, 7866,

and 15732T which correspond to the ρ, ε, 2 ∗ ε, γ, α, and 2 ∗ α Fermi pockets

respectively. These Oscillation frequencies are in excellent agreement with values

in the published literature[164, 165, 166, 167]. In Fig.5.3 (b) the black curve is the

residual C of LaB6 resulting from the appropriate background subtraction and

the pink curve is the theoretical L-K fit. Utilizing published values of effective

mass for the ρ and ε pockets for all frequency peaks, meff = 0.066 − 0.65me,

respectively and a Dingle temperature of TD,true = 0.6K we find great agreement

with the theoretical QO’s at T = 0.358K. The excellent agreement of the inverse

FAP weighted frequency spectrum and resulting theoretical QO’s modeled within

L-K theory for LaB6 validates the use of this analysis for examining the residual

specific heat of SmB6. Additionally, we note that we are able resolve contribu-

tions from very light effective masses (0.05− 0.6me), a point which we will come

back to with regards to those measured for SmB6 in dHvA studies.

Returning to SmB6, we show in Fig.5.4 the residual specific heat post ad-

denda and non-oscillatory background subtraction for H || (001) crystallographic
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Figure 5.3: (a) Peak magnitude vs. Oscillation Frequency at T = 0.358K from
H = 2 − 12T for a LaB6 sample (10 × 30 × 70µm3). (b) Residual C vs H−1 of
LaB6 at T = 0.358K, the black curve is the raw data and the pink curve is the
theoretical L-K fit using effective masses of 0.066me for ρ and 0.65me for the ε,
γ, and α Fermi Pockets.
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Figure 5.4: CresvH−1 at T = 0.58K for H = 18− 31T . Inset Sigmoid fit to the
raw specific heat data, the black curve is Craw and the red curve is the sigmoid
fit used in the background subtraction.

axis from 18−31T at T = 0.58K. Clearly when compared to LaB6 the noise level

is considerably higher and no oscillatory behavior is easily seen (Cv1/H prior to

background subtractions is shown in Fig.5.4 inset). After applying the Lomb-

Scargle NUDFT analysis as shown in Fig.5.5, however, we are able to identify

the main contributors to the possible oscillatory residual C(H). Weighting the

generated frequency spectrum by the inverse of it’s FAP we then find the resulting

spectrum shown in Fig.5.6. Here it is clear of the remaining peaks there is only

one possible contributing frequency at F = 695T .

Applying the Lomb-Scargle frequency analysis to our lowest noise mea-
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Figure 5.5: Unweighted Lomb-Scargle NUDFT of the residual specific heat vs
inverse field shown in Fig. 5.4. The inset is the corresponding inverse of the false
alarm probability for each frequency bin of the periodogram.

surements of CresvH−1 taken at the NHMFL for SmB6, we find reasonable agree-

ment with experiment and theory for SmB6 [168] for the angular dependence of

the oscillation frequency between φ = 0−45o relative to H || [001] crystallographic

axis, shown in Fig.5.7. It is important to note that we do not resolve all of the

expected frequencies for any specified frequencies, though that is not necessarily

unexpected since we are resolving signal amplitudes at the 1-sigma level. In gen-

eral the amplitude of high frequency oscillations is smaller than lower frequency

so it could be that we just don’t have the precision to determine these features.

It is also common for phase smearing to muddy the waters within short frequency
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Figure 5.6: Logarithm of the weighted frequency spectrum generated from the
residual heat capacity of SmB6 at T = 0.58K with H || (001).

ranges meaning that two frequencies for example in in ρ rho pocket at a specific

angle could destroy phase coherence of each other which would just contribute to

noise. For the peaks we have resolved, this agreement is important in that spe-

cific heat is a bulk thermodynamic probe and as such these peaks could arise due

to oscillations of quasiparticles within the bulk. However, it has been shown for

Al-flux grown samples of SmB6 [169] that Al can be embedded in SmB6 during

growth and crystalizes in a preferred orientation within the SmB6 cubic lattice.

Thomas et al. go on to show that the frequency spectrum of dHvA oscillations

measured in flux grown SmB6 also show good agreement with those measured in

Al and upon reduction of sample size and thus embedded Al inclusions, the dHvA
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oscillations disappear after polishing. Given that an Al origin is a simple expla-
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Figure 5.7: Angular dependence of the oscillation frequency between φ = 0−60o
relative to H || [001] of a flux grown sample of SmB6, solid lines correspond to
theoretical oscillation frequencies for SmB6.

nation, we attempted to explain the resulting spectrum based on this premise. As

the raw data make evident, if QOs are present, they are either at or below the

noise. Such a result is not unexpected, however. For a good metal, the oscilla-

tory contributions to the total specific heat will be on the order of 100-1000 times

smaller based on the ratio of the oscillating density of states from one particular

sheet of the Fermi surface to the total density of states of all of the sheets of

the Fermi surface[9]. This implies that small percentages of Aluminum inclusions

∼5% would result in oscillatory contributions of 0.0005− 0.05% to the total den-
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sity of states in the zero-temperature limit. However, if the oscillations arise due

to Al inclusions, this serves as an indirect measurement of the percentage of em-

bedded Al in our sample and allows the placement of upper bounds for observable

oscillations. To check this, we fit the residual specific heat to the L-K theoretical

QO’s (Eq. 5.3) using published values of the effective mass, Dingle temperatures

ranging from 0.2K − 20K and spin splitting attenuation factors ranging from

0.5− 1 under the assumption that 100% of the sample is Aluminum, as shown in

Fig.5.8 (c). It is clear to see that even with the smallest Dingle temperature used,

TD = 0.2K, a spin splitting factor of 1 and assuming 100% of the sample mass is

Aluminum, the magnitude of the peak-to-peak theoretical oscillatory specific heat

is over an order of magnitude smaller than the residual specific heat measured at

T = 0.58Kfrom14 − 31T . We also find that the shape of the envelope of the

residual specific heat has a large variance in our field range of interest, consistent

with the change in amplitude of oscillations on approaching a node as explained

above and shown in Fig.5.8 (a). Immediately we see that it is not possible to

represent our data given the materials properties of aluminum.

Given this inability to replicate our data as due to Al, we then found best

fits allowing the effective mass and Dingle temperature to vary, an example of

which is shown in Fig.5.8 (b). As can be seen, the noise level makes finding high

quality fits challenging, however, they are very suggestive and allow us to make

some essential assumptions on the physical constraints of the system. In the L-K

model at finite temperature, phase smearing introduces a node in the oscillation

envelope of the specific heat over large field ranges. The effect of phase smearing

on the specific heat is largely governed by the temperature and quasiparticle

effective mass and can be used for limited temperature range measurements as a

rough estimate for effective mass [9].
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Figure 5.8: (a) L-K theoretical oscillatory specific heat in the finite temperature
limit, T = 0.58K, incorporating phase smearing and electron scattering for Dingle
temperatures TD = 1K. (b) Residual heat capacity vs inverse magnetic field at
T = 0.58K. The red curve is the L-K fit utilizing an effective mass of 4.7me,
TD = 0.2K, and RS = 1. An additional phase shift of π was applied to the red
curve at 1/H = 0.038T−1 to best fit the data. (c) Residual heat capacity vs
inverse magnetic field at T = 0.58K. The blue curve is the L-K fit utilizing a
QO’s determined effective mass found for aluminum namely an effective mass of
0.13me, TD = 0.2K, and RS = 1.
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We find for all fits, from φ = 0 − 45o at T = 0.53K, an effective mass

of 4.8 − 6me is required to properly scale the amplitude of oscillations in our

field range. As can be seen for the field sweep in Fig.5.8 (b) the amplitude of

oscillations grows as the external field is reduced, a phenomenon that cannot

be replicated for these field ranges using fit parameters for flux and float zone

growth samples of SmB6 taken from dHvA measurements [153, 168, 170, 171]

(Fig.5.8 (c)). Smaller effective masses lead to drastically reduced amplitude of

QOs and place the specific heat QO node far below the accessed field range where

damping effects due to electron scattering dominate. It is also unlikely that this

growth is due to system noise since noise generally increases with increasing field

for resistive magnets. As previously described, electron scattering comes into the

oscillatory specific heat as an exponential damping term. Initially, we attempted

to use Dingle temperatures in the range of 11 − 26K (TD,true = 1.43 − 3.38K

for me = 0.13K) based on previously reported values from dHvA oscillations. To

describe our data, the Dingle temperature needed to be scaled down by a factor of

∼1.5− 3 compared to values obtained in dHvA measurements. We then address

the curvature of the FS as the amplitude of specific heat QO’s scales as the inverse

square root of the curvature of the cross-sectional extremal FS. Assuming simple

Fermi surfaces (cylindrical and cubic) and scaling A
′′ based on the size of the

Fermi surface area relative to that of the first BZ of SmB6 and using Onsager’s

relation, we find the best fit values for all frequencies comparable to (within 5%)

the cross-section of a cubic Fermi surface. Again, within our simple bounds, the

magnitudes of A′′ favor areas of minimal curvature and is characteristic of effective

masses > 1me [9].

We shall now briefly discuss the second set of explorative measurements

made on much smaller Al-flux grown samples (∼40 × 50 × 15µm3) using mem-
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brane calorimeters at Stockholm University. Zero field measurements show no

evidence of a superconducting jump at 1.19K as expected of Aluminum, which

place an upper bound of 5% Aluminum in this sample. Field sweeps were then

performed at φ = 45o at temperatures between 0.1 and 0.5K with an emphasis

on the higher field range of 10− 12T . Of the field sweeps performed between 0.5

and 0.1K, one measurement showed largely visible QO’s in the residual specific

heat after the appropriate background subtraction shown in Fig.5.9 (a). Here we

find, in a different batch of samples grown via the same methods as described in
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Figure 5.9: Low field specific heat measured via differential membrane calorime-
try measured at Stockholm University (a) Residual specific heat vs inverse mag-
netic field at T = 0.518K for φ = 45o. The black curve is the raw data post
background subtraction. The red curve is the best L-K fit for meff = 4.7me,
TD = 1K, and RS = 0.5 (b) Residual specific heat v inverse magnetic field at
T = 0.217K The magnitude of the oscillatory residual specific heat is so large
that modeling via L-K theory is no longer possible.

the synthesis section, good agreement with the larger effective mass parameters
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determined from our high field measurements at the NHMFL. Additionally, upon

cooling below 0.5K we find a large anomalous growth in the amplitude of the

residual specific heat QO’s, shown in Fig.5.9 (b) similar to the anomalous growth

shown via dHvA measurements in float zone growth samples [40]. Below ∼0.5K

the amplitude of QO’s at the accessed field range cannot be modeled via L-K

theory. In the scenario of independent light and heavy effective masses this would

imply flux grown samples are suppressing the dHvA QO’s relative to float zone

but not necessarily suppressing those seen in specific heat QO’s.

Proposed effective masses for SmB6 have spanned a large range of 0.1−

100me [147, 152, 153, 168, 170, 171, 172, 173, 174, 175, 176, 145, 177, 178, 179, 180],

however, the most direct measurements (QOs) have favored the lighter end of the

spectrum. Estimates from hysteretic transverse magnetoresistance via Corbino

disk geometry (bulk probe) on the amplitude of weak antilocalization (WAL)

and thus the effective mass imply effective masses much greater than that of

the electron mass [172]. Numerous ARPES measurements suggest that light and

heavy surface states may coexist where heavier masses of meff = 1 − 3me that

may only become dominant at low temperatures [175, 176, 145, 177]. Magneto-

thermoelectric measurements have also given estimates of effective masses on the

order of 10 − 100me [178]. Conversely it has been shown through measurements

of dHvA oscillations within standard L-K theory on flux and float zone growth

samples that the data is best represented by light effective masses meff = 0.1 −

0.5me.

The possibility of larger effective masses has arisen in many theoretical

contexts as well. In a surface Kondo effect study it was shown that if the sur-

face Kondo breakdown sets in at low temperatures where reduced coordination

of the Sm3+ ions at the surface causes a marked reduction in the surface Kondo
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temperature TsK∼TK/10, so that the screening of local moments at the surface

is either suppressed to much lower temperatures, or fails completely due to an

intervention of surface magnetic order, a set of new high-mass frequencies should

develop[179]. Starting from an effective mean-field eight-band model in the bulk,

Roy et al. present a theory for heavy surface quasiparticles of large effective mass

[174]. Modeling the interaction of Γ8 spin quartets with a conduction sea, Alexan-

drov et al. find three Dirac cones with heavy quasiparticle effective masses [173].

Even some tight binding models yield heavy effective mass of surface electrons

[148]. More recently, large masses and effective mass variation was shown in a

study of quantum oscillations from disorder-induced in-gap states in small-gap

Kondo insulators. Shen et al. show, considering a generic two-band model with a

hybridization gap, that depending on scattering rate and indirect band gap, the

L-K effective mass can vary largely and host larger masses within and above our

measured range [180]. Additionally, using a highly asymmetric nodal semimetal

model, heavy f-electron character has been determined with effective masses of

30me and has been shown to appropriately scale with the temperature depen-

dence of measured dHvA oscillations [152]. However, our materials parameter

results agree most closely with the effective mass predictions of Zhang et al. [181]

based on first-principles, parameter-free all-electron electronic-structure calcula-

tions. Despite the uncertainty in materials parameters, the theoretical interest in

phenomena surrounding QOs in SmB6 demands additional coordinated efforts in

both synthesis and characterization to narrow down the experimental uncertainty.

To conclude, we have shown that broad features in C(H) emerge and

sharpen upon cooling between 8 − 20T at low temperatures. These features ex-

hibit a scaling that cannot be modeled by simple impurity contributions but may

provide evidence for disorder among impurity sites and have energies that are con-
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sistent with spin excitons models. We have also shown the Lomb-Scargle method

can determine oscillations in poor signal-to-noise specific heat data, producing,

for the largest peaks, good agreement with the theoretical oscillation frequency

vs crystallographic axis profile for SmB6 and Aluminum. However, the param-

eters needed to describe the observed specific heat oscillations with L-K theory

do not match up with those from dHvA measurements. The light effective mass

(∼0.1− 0.2me) and larger Dingle temperatures 11− 26K(TD,true = 1.43− 1.38K

for me = 0.13K) reported from dHvA measurements on float zone and flux grown

samples result in QO envelopes that cannot describe our specific heat data. The

light effective mass and larger Dingle temperatures also yield over an order of

magnitude smaller amplitude of theoretical specific heat oscillations such that

detecting quantum oscillations at these fields with our calorimeter would not be

possible given the resistive magnet noise profile. The agreement of large effective

masses (4− 6me) from two sets of measurements on different samples in different

systems suggests that we have detected specific heat QO’s of heavy quasiparti-

cles ’bound’ to the same Fermi pockets as those measured via the dHvA effect.

This leans in favor of the neutral Fermi surface proposal for the origin of QO’s

in SmB6 and encourages further study. Future measurements will use recently

developed membrane calorimeters to measure C(H,T ) vs φ systematically in the

newly established 32T superconducting magnet at the NHMFL to probe for light

and heavy effective masses in high quality float and flux grown samples at low

temperatures. This will provide an optimal low noise system for accurately mea-

suring the magnetic specific heat and allow the detection of oscillations at the

1µJ/moleK range at high magnetic fields.
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Chapter 6

Non-Local Transport Apparatus

We demonstrated in chapter 2 for a 3D Topological Insulator, a transport

indication of metallic surface states arises when the voltage ratios of sensing leads

placed far away from source and sink current leads to the sensing leads from a

standard linear 4-wire configuration deviate from zero and become comparable

in magnitude. Applying this to the standard VDP configuration, for example

at the corners of a square, the addition of two leads on any edge of the sample

would suffice to determine the emergence of a metallic surface state from a bulk

insulating state. That is to say that, the non-symmetric signal becomes accessible

with the addition of extra leads. Another means for the realization of topological

states is the measurement of the chiral anomaly in WSMs, as explained in previous

sections this phenomena produces negative longitudinal bulk magnetoresistance

in the presence of parallel electric and magnetic fields[42], but as mentioned, such

a signal is model-dependent and can arise from other means. It has been shown,

however, that the chiral anomaly can be understood in the semi-classical limit,

by modeling Weyl nodes as monopole sources of Berry curvature[43]. Son and

Spivak show that the chiral anomaly contribution to conductivity is proportional
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to (E · B)2 and can be accessed at considerably higher temperatures or energy

scales. In this limit the manifestation of negative longitudinal magnetoresistance

purely depends on parallel electric and magnetic fields such that, in the square

VDP configuration placing additional leads and rotating the sample for parallel

current and external field configurations allows for multiple checks of the crystal

lattice independent manifestation of the chiral anomaly. Lastly it has been shown

that for a real space surface of a WSM perpendicular to an applied magnetic field

the excitations from Fermi arc mediated surface states should follow very unique

cyclotron orbits that connect opposing surfaces of the sample. By applying a

voltage between top surface contacts Baum et. al. propose that one should detect

induced opposite current in the two surfaces of the sample [70]. This measurement

technique lends itself to the VDP measurement methodology and only requires

that one place leads on the top and bottom surfaces of a flat plate like sample.

As a means for identifying these transport anomalies in a robust manner

we designed and built a non-local transport apparatus. Utilizing the VDP method

for specific resistivity of a disc of arbitrary shape and by adapting the analysis

procedure for additional lead configurations, one is able to collect large amounts

of data involving charge flows in a system. This allows for ease of inital character-

ization of samples while establishing a general indicator of inhomogenous current

flow (breakdown of the VDP relation) while continuously collecting transport data

throughout any desired geometric representation.

6.1 Non-Local Program Operation

Here we outline steps for sample prep, measurement prep and operation of

the non-local transport apparatus. The outline that follows describes operations
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of the VDP/NL transport apparatus in its infancy stage. In order to develop

a robust measurement technique this apparatus needs to be expanded upon by

incorporating additional leads (beyond 6 with all possible configurations), and

sample rotation options.

Figure 6.1: Initial physical sample lead configuration for standard 4-wire VDP
measurements (Black wires) and example 6-wire non-local lead configuration (red
and black wires)

Placing leads on your sample:

1) Using the leads for channel 2 on the PPMS sample puck connect to your

sample as shown in Fig. 6.1 for the standard VDP and example non-local configu-

ration. NOTE! The initial VDP lead configuration depicted below (I+, V+, V-, I-

in counterclockwise order) is absolutely necessary for the VDP analysis and data

processing. The measurement procedures all follow this standard and are refer-

enced for analysis and plotting during run time. The leads shown in red are for
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the non-local/Hall configuration measurements. Non-local measurements should

be set up as desired by the user and hall configuration measurements should be

set up as the standard 6-wire hall bar where Ch3 I+ and Ch 3 I- are used as the

only current leads.

Running the program:

1) Open the VB6.0 VDP/NL transport program

2) Make sure to purge and seal the sample chamber using Multiview and verify

connectivity to your sample by manually switching on one of the SIM925 channels

and checking the measured resistance through Multiview.

3) Press the play button near the top left of the VB6 menu task bar. The form

shown in Fig. 6.2 will appear.

Figure 6.2: GUI for Visual Basic 6.0 code for initializing and running VDP and
non-local resistance measurements

6) Fill in the appropriate file name, sample thickness, sample name and select

the appropriate check box for the corresponding measurement that you want to

run. For whatever file name is chosen the date of the measurement and the type
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of data will be appended to the file name. The description for each check box

measurement method is listed below:

a. AC mode: Sets the bridge for channel 2 in the PPMS model 6000 resistance

bridge to preform polarity measurements for better precision (best used for low

resistances, DC mode is better for large resistances) BUT WAIT! If you expect

any form of surface state detecting deviations from the normal hall effect will be

averaged out if AC mode is used. For example, if an edge mode is present and

detectable when using the AC mode the values recorded for RAB,CD and RAB,DC

(I+ = 1st subscript, I- = 2nd subscript, V+ = 3rd subscript, V- = 4th subscript)

for some external field, H, will be more or less equal. If you use DC mode, for

a detectable signal, there will be a clear deviation between R12,34 and R12,43 that

should become increasingly noticeable for increasing field. AC mode is not an AC

measurement but rather averaged reverse polarity DC measurements.

b. VDP only: This restricts the measurement to only using the current and

voltage leads for channel 2 on the puck (four leads on the sample). The measure-

ment will still go through the desired temperature and field sweeps but will not

measure any resistances with the two additional leads to be used for non-local

and/or different hall configuration resistance measurements.

c. Hall config: If this box is checked the program will only measure resistances

from the standard 6 lead hall bar measurement. This only uses the 3rd sim card,

all VDP measurements will be skipped. The current leads for this set up are fixed

using Ch3 I+ and Ch3 I– with the ‘standard’ Ramirez-lab puck wiring 4-wire

configuration. The four leads of channel 2 will be used as voltage leads. Let A =
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Ch 2 I+, B = Ch 2 I-, D = Ch 2 V+, C = Ch2 V-, F = Ch 3 I+, and G = Ch3 I-.

The hall configuration will measure RFG,AD, RFG,BC , RFG,AB, RFG,DC , RFG,AC ,

and RFG,BD.

d. H const Temp Sweep: If this box is selected there will not be any field mea-

surements. You can set a field (in Gauss) to remain constant during the entire

measurement which will perform all the VDP and Non local or Hall configuration

measurements at each specified temperature. If you want to restrict measure-

ments for a temperature sweep at a constant field to just the VDP or NL / Hall

configuration measurements check the appropriate box as well.

7) Click the button Start VDP located at the top left of the form

8) To view “live plots” during your measurement take these steps

a. Launch the anaconda prompt located on the desktop or home menu task

bar and type in jupyter notebook and press enter

b. A google chrome tab will open with the following display. Double click VDP

live plots.ipynb. The Jupyter Notebook shown below will open. Click the run

button when the first cell is selected to load the appropriate graphing packages

e. In the second cell shown above in Fig. 6.3 type in the correct file name for

the raw data file. Click the run button again to compile the code in the second

cell, this will load any data that has been taken. Data is not recorded to the raw

data file until measurements at the current field and or temperature have finished.
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Figure 6.3: File name location in Python plotting software for VDP and nonlocal
resistances

i. Every time you want to update the plots you must recompile the second cell to

load in the new data.

f. Click on the third cell then click the run button to compile it and generate

plots of the sheet resistance v field and temperature as well as plots of all individ-

ual resistances v. field. If you read through cell 3 it is easy to edit the graphing

data to plot whatever you like (voltage ratios, resistance v temp etc. . . ). an exam-

ple of which is shown for the longitudinal VDP configurations vs field in Fig. 6.4

for a thin gold film at T = 5K with H spanning from −8T to 8T .

g. The 4th and 5th cell produce plots for the processed data if the VDP mea-

surement is being used. These cells will only produce plots once the entire run
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Figure 6.4: Raw longitudinal VDP configuration resistances at T = 5K for H
spanning from −8T to 8T for a thin gold film.

is finished since measurements at positive and negative field values are needed to

calculate Hall data using the VDP configuration. An example of what the plots

look like with a square gold film is shown in Fig. 6.5. Cell 5 generates plots of sheet

resistance v field and temperature as well as carries concentration hall mobility,

hall resistance, and hall voltage. There are multiple columns of hall data since

we can measure enough configurations to calculate these values in two ways, this

serves as a verification of the measurement and can provide information about

sample uniformity. Example of processed data plots for a gold film at 5K shown

below
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Figure 6.5: Processed VDP Hall data. Displays both calculated sheet resistances
vs field and both calculations of carrier densities, mobilities, Hall resistances, and
Hall voltages
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6.2 Schematics and Circuit Diagrams

Here we depict the VDP/NL resistance physical channel configurations as

shown in Fig. 6.6 and Fig. 6.7. The breakout circuit board is wired in series fol-

lowing three Stanford Research Systems(SRS) SIM 925 4-wire Octal Multiplexers

which are used to connect independently to each desired lead configuration. The

SIM 925 Multiplexers are mounted in the SRS SIM 900 mainframe which is used

to control the individual switch cards. GPIB commands are utilized in the Visual

Basic 6.0 code to interface with each device. A diagram of the full set of electrical

connections is shown in Fig. 6.8 for clarity.

Figure 6.6: Top layer of breakout circuit board. Hard wired connections for all
VDP longitudinal configurations, each connection is switched to sequentially in
a break before make manner after which all longitudinal, currents, voltages, and
resistances are recorded. Additionally hard wires 1st half of the 6-wire Non-local
configurations as explained in the main text.
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Figure 6.7: Bottom layer of breakout circuit board. Hard wires connections for
all VDP Hall configurations, each connection is switched to sequentially in a break
before make manner after which all Hall currents, voltages, and resistances are
recorded. Additionally hard wires 2nd half of the 6-wire Non-local configurations
as explained in the main text.
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Figure 6.8: Complete diagram for a set of electrical connections for all switch
cards. The resistance bridge feeds to the switch cards of which only one channel
for all three modules is open at any given time. The switch card then feeds to
the breakout circuit board which hard wires each individual physical connection
to the sample. At time of publication the apparatus is wired for 22 independent
connections.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

Topology has proven to form a rich area of study within the context of con-

densed matter physics. The role of topologically protected states on new physics

and devices has just begun to show itself and should prove to be a rich field of

physical phenomena for years to come. We has discussed some of the progress in

the understanding and application of topology in condensed matter and explored

a variety of novel effects that showcase the diverseness of topological phenomena

in solid state crystals. We have shown in polycrystalline Y2Ir2O7 that the bulk

electrical transport signature below 60K follows that expected of a charge com-

pensated WSM where over the entire region of WSM conduction Y2Ir2O7 violates

the quasiparticle picture of transport suggesting that Y2Ir2O7 in an analogous

manner to ’bad metals’ is a ’bad’ Weyl Semimetal. We plan to further study

this ’bad’ Weyl semimetal behavior with extensive thermopower measurements

and complementary studies of transport, specific heat, and magnetization pend-

ing the successful growth of single crystals. We have also observed the emergence

of topologically protected states in the form of real-space quantization within the

1/3rd magnetization plateau of CeSb. Through quantization involving only local
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magnetic moments we observed sub-gap mini-plateaus that imply broken transla-

tional symmetry in a 2D ferromagnetic sublattice within the 1/3rd magnetically

ordered plateau state. Additionally, through specific heat measurements we iden-

tified the coexistence of seemingly non-interacting ∆Sz = 0 excitations. We plan

to further study these phenomena through small angle neutron scattering, ultra-

low temperature magneto-thermal and transport measurements, and theoretical

studies. We also measured the low temperature high field specific heat of Al-flux

grown SmB6 and found experimental support for Magnetoquantum Oscillations

(MQOs) in the specific heat of heavy excitations, that coexist with light effec-

tive mass dHvA oscillations, the amplitude of which grow dramatically below

∼ T = 0.5K. This anomalous growth deviates from Lifshitz-Kosevich behavior

as would be expected from the formation of a magnetoexciton condensate and

a neutral Fermi surface a precursor for the formation of a topological quantum

spin liquid. We plan to continue high field specific heat studies on Al flux grown

and float zone growth samples systematically to better understand the seemingly

charge neutral excitations in this system. Lastly, we developed an apparatus and

methodology for the measurement of non-local resistance signatures as a general

probe for the discovery and study of topological transport phenomena. We have

showed that non-local resistance provides a robust low energy probe of the non-

trivial topology of electronic bandstructure. Topological materials have provided

a source of new interesting and highly applicable electronic, magnetic, and ther-

modynamic phenomena and the manifestation of topologically protected states

will continue to grow as the synthesis methods, experimental probes, and the

fundamental understanding of these materials evolves.
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Appendix A

Non-local Automation and

Plotting Code

A.1 Visual Basic Code

1 ’VDP and nonlocal transport measurements using SRS SIM 900

mainframe and SRS 925 octal 4 wire multiplexer

2 ’Patrick LaBarre Feb 2019

3 Option Explicit

4

5 Const WM_KEYDOWN = &H100

6

7 Dim Advisory As Long

8 Dim curTemp As String

9 Dim curField As String

10 Dim current As String

11 Dim voltage As String

12

13 Dim filename As String
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14 Dim fs

15 Dim fsR

16 Dim fsHall

17 Dim fso

18 Dim fsAnti

19 Dim fsSym

20

21 Dim dta As String * 128

22 Dim dta2 As String * 128

23 Dim fielder As Single , temper As Single , temptol As Single

24 Dim FIELDs As String , TEMPs As String , mes As String , tester As

String , Ch1Res As String

25 Dim doneflag As Integer , relaxloop As Integer , commaflag As

Integer

26 Dim dev15 As Integer

27 Dim dev13 As Integer

28 Dim dev16 As Integer

29 Dim dataFile As String

30 Dim dev12 As Integer

31 Dim msg As String * 64

32 Dim fieldTrials As Integer

33 Dim thickness As String

34

35 Dim VDPcheck As Integer

36 Dim Hallcheck As Integer

37 Dim Hcon As String

38

39

40 Dim Rs As Double

41

42 Dim ns As Double
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43 Dim mu As Double

44 Dim Rh As Double

45 Dim Vh As Double

46

47 Private Sub AdviseOff ()

48

49 Dim err As Long

50

51 err = UnregisterAdvisory ( Advisory )

52

53 End Sub

54

55 Private Sub AdviseOn ()

56

57 Dim hWnd As Long

58 Dim msg As Long

59 Dim appmsg As Long

60

61 hWnd = CatchAdvise .hWnd

62 msg = WM_KEYDOWN

63 appmsg = 1234

64

65 Advisory = RegisterAdvisory (hWnd , msg , appmsg )

66

67 End Sub

68

69 Private Function SendPPMS (msg) As String

70

71

72 Dim i As Integer

73 Dim l As Integer
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74 Dim outstr As String

75 Dim Nread As Long

76 Dim readstr As String

77 Dim err As Long

78 Dim Nerr As Long

79 Dim errstr As String

80 Dim Timeout As Double

81 Dim S As String

82

83 l = Len(msg)

84 S = msg

85 outstr = S

86

87 readstr = Space (4000)

88 errstr = Space (100)

89

90 Timeout = 10

91 err = PpmsSendRead (outstr , readstr , errstr , Timeout )

92

93 ’txtGet . Caption = ""

94 Nread = Len( readstr )

95 For i = 1 To Nread

96 If (Mid(readstr , i, 1) = ";") Then

97 Nread = i

98 Exit For

99 End If

100 Next i

101 ’If Nread > 0 Then txtGet . Caption = Left$(readstr , Nread)

102

103 Nerr = Len( errstr )

104 SendPPMS = readstr
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105

106 End Function

107

108 Private Sub CatchAdvise_KeyDown ( KeyCode As Integer , Shift As

Integer )

109 txtAdvise . Caption = txtAdvise . Caption & " Advisory received " &

Str( KeyCode ) & vbCrLf

110 End Sub

111

112 Private Sub Form_Load ()

113 err = GetDevice

114 AdviseOn

115 End Sub

116

117 Private Sub Form_Unload ( Cancel As Integer )

118 AdviseOff

119 End Sub

120

121 Private Sub txtSend_KeyPress ( KeyAscii As Integer )

122 If KeyAscii = vbKeyReturn Then SendPPMS

123 End Sub

124

125

126 Private Sub CmdMeasureNLR_Click ()

127 Measure_Resistance

128 End Sub

129

130

131

132

133 Public Sub Measure_Resistance ()
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134

135 Call ibdev (0, 15, 0, 13, 1, 0, dev15) ’Initialize PPMS

136 Sleep 500

137 If acmode .value = 1 Then

138 Call ibwrt(dev15 , " BRIDGE 2 1000 1000 0 0") ’configures bridge

2 for resisitivity measurement 1st number = channel , 2nd

number = current limit in microamps (5000 max), 3rd number =

power in microWatts (1000 max), 4th number 1 = DC 0 = AC , 5th

number = resistance mode (0 = standard , 1 = fast , 2 = high -res

)

139 Else

140 Call ibwrt(dev15 , " BRIDGE 2 1000 1000 1 0") ’configures bridge

2 for resisitivity measurement 4th number 1 = DC 0 = AC

141 End If

142

143 If VDP.value = 1 Then

144 VDPcheck = 1

145 Else

146 VDPcheck = 0

147 End If

148

149

150 If hallBar .value = 1 Then

151 Hallcheck = 1

152 Else

153 Hallcheck = 0

154 End If

155

156

157 If Hconst .value = 1 Then

158 Hcon = txtconstH .Text
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159 Else

160 Hcon = "NO"

161 End If

162

163 Dim fieldPause As Integer

164

165 Dim RL As String

166

167 Dim R1 As Double

168 Dim I1 As String

169 Dim V1 As String

170

171 Dim R2 As Double

172 Dim I2 As String

173 Dim V2 As String

174

175 Dim R3 As Double

176 Dim I3 As String

177 Dim V3 As String

178

179 Dim R4 As Double

180 Dim I4 As String

181 Dim V4 As String

182

183 Dim R5 As Double

184 Dim I5 As String

185 Dim V5 As String

186

187 Dim R6 As Double

188 Dim I6 As String

189 Dim V6 As String
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190

191 Dim R7 As Double

192 Dim I7 As String

193 Dim V7 As String

194

195 Dim R8 As Double

196 Dim I8 As String

197 Dim V8 As String

198

199 Dim R9 As Double

200 Dim I9 As String

201 Dim V9 As String

202

203 Dim R10 As Double

204 Dim I10 As String

205 Dim V10 As String

206

207 Dim R11 As Double

208 Dim I11 As String

209 Dim V11 As String

210

211 Dim R12 As Double

212 Dim I12 As String

213 Dim V12 As String

214

215 Dim R13 As Double

216 Dim I13 As String

217 Dim V13 As String

218

219 Dim R14 As Double

220 Dim I14 As String
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221 Dim V14 As String

222

223 Dim R15 As Double

224 Dim I15 As String

225 Dim V15 As String

226

227 Dim R16 As Double

228 Dim I16 As String

229 Dim V16 As String

230

231 Dim R17 As Double

232 Dim I17 As String

233 Dim V17 As String

234

235 Dim R18 As Double

236 Dim I18 As String

237 Dim V18 As String

238

239 Dim R19 As Double

240 Dim I19 As String

241 Dim V19 As String

242

243 Dim R20 As Double

244 Dim I20 As String

245 Dim V20 As String

246

247 Dim R21 As Double

248 Dim I21 As String

249 Dim V21 As String

250

251 Dim R22 As Double
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252 Dim I22 As String

253 Dim V22 As String

254

255

256 Dim Rm As Double

257 Dim Rn As Double

258 Dim Vc As Double

259 Dim Vd As Double

260 Dim Ve As Double

261 Dim Vf As Double

262

263

264 Dim startTemp As String

265 Dim endTemp As String

266 Dim stepTemp As String

267 Dim startField As String

268 Dim H As String

269 Dim hprev As String

270 Dim endField As String

271 Dim stepField As String

272 Dim T As String

273 Dim BFLG As Integer

274 Dim zfres As Double

275

276 ’File Writing Variables

277

278 Set fso = CreateObject (" Scripting . FileSystemObject ")

279 dataFile = txtFileName .Text

280 Set fs = fso. CreateTextFile ("C:\ Users\PPMS WEST\ Documents \

VDP_NL_Data \ RawData \" & dataFile & " raw data " & Date$

& ".txt"", False)
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281

282

283 If Hconst .value <> 1 Then

284 Set fsR = fso. CreateTextFile ("C:\ Users\PPMS WEST\ Documents \

VDP_NL_Data \ ProcessedData \" & dataFile & " " & Date$ & ".txt""

, False)

285 Set fsHall = fso. CreateTextFile ("C:\ Users\PPMS WEST\ Documents

\ VDP_NL_Data \Hall voltages \" & dataFile & " hall " & ".txt"",

False)

286 Set fsAnti = fso. CreateTextFile ("C:\ Users\PPMS WEST\ Documents

\ VDP_NL_Data \ RawAntiSymData \" & dataFile & " Antisym data " &

Date$ & ".txt"", False)

287 Set fsSym = fso. CreateTextFile ("C:\ Users\PPMS WEST\ Documents \

VDP_NL_Data \ RawSymData \" & dataFile & " Sym data " & Date$ & "

.txt"", False)

288

289

290 fsAnti . Writeline (" Temperature (K), Field (Gauss), Rs , R_1243

, R_4312 , R_2314 , R_3241 , R_3421 , R_2134 , R_4132 , R_1423 ,

R_1342 , R_4213 , R_2413 , R_3142 , R_3124 , R_2431 , R_4231 , R_1324

, R_6714 , R_6723 , R_6712 , R_6743 , R_6713 , R_6724 ")

291

292 fsSym. Writeline (" Temperature (K), Field (Gauss), Rs , R_1243 ,

R_4312 , R_2314 , R_3241 , R_3421 , R_2134 , R_4132 , R_1423 ,

R_1342 , R_4213 , R_2413 , R_3142 , R_3124 , R_2431 , R_4231 , R_1324

, R_6714 , R_6723 , R_6712 , R_6743 , R_6713 , R_6724 ")

293

294 fsR. Writeline (" Temperature (K), Field (Gauss), Sym Sheet Res

(Ohms), Carrier Density 1 (cm^-3), Carrier Density 2 (cm^-3),

Hall mobility 1 (cm ^2/ Vs), Hall mobility 2 (cm ^2/ Vs), Hall

Res 1 (cm ^3/C), Hall Res 2 (cm ^3/C), Hall Voltage 1 (Volts),
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Hall Voltage 2 (Volts)")

295 End If

296

297

298

299 ’Set fs = fso. CreateTextFile ("C:\ Users\ PPMSWest \ Dropbox \PPMS\

NonLocalRes \" & dataFile & " " & Date$ & ". txt", False)

300 Dim name As String

301 name = txtname .Text

302 thickness = sampThick .Text

303 startTemp = txtStartTemp .Text

304 endTemp = txtEndTemp .Text

305 stepTemp = txtSetTemp .Text

306

307 H = txtStartField .Text

308 startField = H

309 endField = txtEndField .Text

310 stepField = txtSetField .Text

311

312 T = startTemp

313

314 Dim iDN As String * 64

315 Dim TEMPs As Double

316 Dim tempTrials As Integer

317 tempTrials = (CInt(Val( startTemp )) - CInt(Val( endTemp ))) / CInt(

Val( stepTemp )) + 1

318 Dim FIELDs As Double

319

320 fieldTrials = Abs(CLng( startField ) - CLng( endField )) / CLng(

stepField ) + 1

321 H = CStr( startField )
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322 hprev = "0"

323 ’H = "0"

324 temptol = 0.05 ’ppms temperature drift tolerance in Kelvin

325

326 ’Call ibdev (0, 15, 0, 13, 1, 0, dev15) ’Initialize PPMS

327 ’Sleep 500

328

329 Call TEMPSET (T) ’Set ’s desired temperature

330 Sleep 500

331 If Hcon = "NO" Then

332 Call FieldSet (H) ’Set Field

333 Sleep 1000

334 Else

335 Call FieldSet (Hcon)

336 Sleep 1000

337 End If

338 BFLG = 0

339 If CDbl(T) > 200 Then temptol = 0.2

340

341 If Hcon = "NO" Then

342 Call checkth (T, H, 1, temptol , BFLG) ’Checks for temperature

and field stability

343 Else

344 Call checkth (T, Hcon , 1, temptol , BFLG) ’Checks for

temperature and field stability

345 End If

346

347

348

349 ’Call ibwrt(dev15 , " BRIDGE 1 1000 1000 0 0") ’configures bridge 1

for resisitivity measurement 4th number 1 = DC 0 = AC Use DC
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for larger Res

350 ’Call ibwrt(dev15 , " BRIDGE 2 1 1000 1 0") ’configures bridge 2

for resisitivity measurement 4th number 1 = DC 0 = AC

351 ’Call ibwrt(dev15 , " BRIDGE 3 1000 1000 0 0") ’configures bridge 3

for resisitivity measurement 4th number 1 = DC 0 = AC

352

353

354

355 Call ibdev (0, 12, 0, 13, 1, 0, dev12) ’Initialize SRS SIM 900

GPIB address 12

356

357 Call ibwrt(dev12 , "*CLS") ’Clear status

358 Call ibwrt(dev12 , "*RST")

359 Call ibwrt(dev12 , "*IDN?") ’Identify Instrument

360 Call ibrd(dev12 , iDN)

361 Debug.Print iDN

362 ’fs. Writeline (iDN)

363

364 Call ibwrt(dev12 , "CONN 1, ’xyzzy ’")

365 Call ibwrt(dev12 , "TERM EOI")

366 Call ibwrt(dev12 , "*IDN?")

367 Call ibrd(dev12 , iDN)

368 Debug.Print iDN

369 Call ibwrt(dev12 , "CHAN 0")

370 ’fs. Writeline (iDN)

371

372 Call ibwrt(dev12 , "’xyzzy ’")

373 Call ibwrt(dev12 , "CONN 2, ’xxzzy ’") ’connect to sim card in slot

2

374 Call ibwrt(dev12 , "TERM EOI")

375 Call ibwrt(dev12 , "*IDN?")
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376 Call ibrd(dev12 , iDN)

377 Debug.Print iDN

378 Call ibwrt(dev12 , "CHAN 0")

379

380 Call ibwrt(dev12 , "’xxzzy ’")

381 Call ibwrt(dev12 , "CONN 3, ’zzxxy ’") ’connect to sim card in slot

3

382 Call ibwrt(dev12 , "TERM EOI")

383 Call ibwrt(dev12 , "*IDN?")

384 Call ibrd(dev12 , iDN)

385 Debug.Print iDN

386 Call ibwrt(dev12 , "CHAN 0")

387

388 Sleep 2000

389

390 ’May need to switch to Line Feed LF or

End or Identify EOI not sure yet

391

392 fs. Writeline (" !!!!!! MAKE SURE TO TAKE DETAILED NOTES OF THE LEAD

CONFIGURATION FOR EACH SAMPLE !!!!!!! ")

393 fs. Writeline (" ")

394 fs. Writeline (" Sample Name = " + name + ", " + " Sample thickness

in cm = " + thickness )

395 fs. Writeline (" ")

396 fs. Writeline (" Temperature (K), Field (Gauss), Rs , R_1243 , R_4312

, R_2314 , R_3241 , R_3421 , R_2134 , R_4132 , R_1423 , R_1342 ,

R_4213 , R_2413 , R_3142 , R_3124 , R_2431 , R_4231 , R_1324 , I1 , V1

, I2 , V2 , I3 , V3 , I4 , V4 , I5 , V5 , I6 , V6 , I7 , V7 , I8 , V8 , I9 ,

V9 , I10 , V10 , I11 , V11 , I12 , V12 , I13 , V13 , I14 , V14 , I15 , V15

, I16 , V16 , R_6714 , R_6723 , R_6712 , R_6743 , R_6713 , R_6724 ,

I17 , V17 , I18 , V18 , I19 , V19 , I20 , V20 , I21 , V21 , I22 , V22")
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397

398 Dim q As Integer

399 q = -1

400

401 Dim first As Integer

402 first = 0

403

404 Dim n As Long

405

406 If Hcon <> "NO" Then fieldTrials = 1

407

408 For TEMPs = 1 To tempTrials ’For loop for multiple

temperature measurements

409

410 For FIELDs = 1 To fieldTrials

411 If CDbl(T) > 200 Then temptol = 0.2

412 If CDbl(T) < 100 Then temptol = 0.05

413

414 ’Call checkth (T, hprev , 1, temptol , BFLG) ’Checks for

temperature and field stability

415

416 If T = startTemp Then BFLG = 0

417 Call TEMPSET (T)

418 Sleep 1000

419

420 BFLG = 1

421

422 If Hcon = "NO" Then

423 Call FieldSet (H) ’Set ’s field

424 Sleep 1000

425 Call FieldSet (H)
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426 Sleep 1000

427 Call checkth (T, H, 1, temptol , BFLG) ’Checks for

temperature and field stability

428 Else

429 Call checkth (T, Hcon , 1, temptol , BFLG) ’Checks for

temperature and field stability

430 End If

431

432

433 If q = 1 Then Sleep 60000

434

435 BFLG = 0

436

437

438 Sleep 10000

439 Call ibwrt(dev12 , "’zzxxy ’") ’ disconnect from sim card

in slot 3

440 Sleep 500

441 Call ibwrt(dev12 , "CONN 1, ’xyzzy ’") ’ connect to sim

card in slot 1

442 Call ibwrt(dev12 , "TERM EOI")

443 ’Call ibwrt(dev12 , "BUFR ON")

444 Call ibwrt(dev12 , "*IDN?")

445 Call ibrd(dev12 , iDN)

446 Debug.Print iDN

447 ’RL = CDbl(Val( MeasureCh1 ()))

448 If Hallcheck = 0 Then

449 Sleep 1000

450

451 Call ibwrt(dev12 , "CHAN 1") ’R12 ,43

452
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453 Sleep 5000

454 R1 = CDbl( MeasureCh2 ())

455 Sleep 500

456

457 R1 = CDbl( MeasureCh2 ()) ’Measures Resistance of

Channel 2

458 I1 = current

459 V1 = voltage

460

461 Sleep 500

462 Call ibwrt(dev12 , "CHAN 2") ’R43 ,12

463

464 Sleep 500

465 R2 = CDbl( MeasureCh2 ())

466 I2 = current

467 V2 = voltage

468 Call ibwrt(dev12 , "CHAN 3") ’R23 ,14

469

470 Sleep 500

471 R3 = CDbl( MeasureCh2 ())

472 I3 = current

473 V3 = voltage

474

475 Call ibwrt(dev12 , "CHAN 4") ’R32 ,41

476 Sleep 500

477 R4 = CDbl( MeasureCh2 ())

478 I4 = current

479 V4 = voltage

480

481 Call ibwrt(dev12 , "CHAN 5") ’R34 ,21

482 Sleep 500
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483 R5 = CDbl( MeasureCh2 ())

484 I5 = current

485 V5 = voltage

486

487 Call ibwrt(dev12 , "CHAN 6") ’R21 ,34

488 Sleep 500

489 R6 = CDbl( MeasureCh2 ())

490 I6 = current

491 V6 = voltage

492

493 Call ibwrt(dev12 , "CHAN 7") ’R41 ,32

494 Sleep 500

495 R7 = CDbl( MeasureCh2 ())

496 I7 = current

497 V7 = voltage

498

499 Call ibwrt(dev12 , "CHAN 8") ’R14 ,23

500 Sleep 500

501 R8 = CDbl( MeasureCh2 ())

502 I8 = current

503 V8 = voltage

504 End If

505

506 Rm = (R7 + R8 + R3 + R4) / 4

507 Rn = (R5 + R2 + R1 + R6) / 4

508

509 ’Call ibwrt(dev12 , "BUFR OFF ")

510 Call ibwrt(dev12 , "CHAN 0") ’Open all switches for sim

card in slot 1

511

512 Call ibwrt(dev12 , "’xyzzy ’")
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513 Call ibwrt(dev12 , "CONN 2, ’xxzzy ’") ’connect to sim card

in slot 2

514 Call ibwrt(dev12 , "TERM EOI")

515 ’Call ibwrt(dev12 , "BUFR ON")

516 Call ibwrt(dev12 , "*IDN?")

517 Call ibrd(dev12 , iDN)

518 Debug.Print iDN

519 Sleep 5000

520

521 If Hallcheck = 0 Then

522 Call ibwrt(dev12 , "CHAN 1") ’R13 ,42

523

524 Sleep 5000

525 ’ R9 = CDbl( MeasureCh2 ()) ’Measures Resistance of

Channel 2

526

527 Sleep 500

528 R9 = CDbl( MeasureCh2 ())

529 I9 = current

530 V9 = voltage

531

532 Sleep 500

533 Call ibwrt(dev12 , "CHAN 2") ’R42 ,13

534 Sleep 500

535 R10 = CDbl( MeasureCh2 ())

536 I10 = current

537 V10 = voltage

538

539 Call ibwrt(dev12 , "CHAN 3") ’R24 ,13

540 Sleep 500

541 R11 = CDbl( MeasureCh2 ())
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542 I11 = current

543 V11 = voltage

544

545 Call ibwrt(dev12 , "CHAN 4") ’R31 ,42

546 Sleep 500

547 R12 = CDbl( MeasureCh2 ())

548 I12 = current

549 V12 = voltage

550

551 Call ibwrt(dev12 , "CHAN 5") ’R31 ,24

552 Sleep 500

553 R13 = CDbl( MeasureCh2 ())

554 I13 = current

555 V13 = voltage

556

557 Call ibwrt(dev12 , "CHAN 6") ’R24 ,31

558 Sleep 500

559

560 R14 = CDbl( MeasureCh2 ())

561

562 I14 = current

563 V14 = voltage

564

565 Call ibwrt(dev12 , "CHAN 7") ’R42 ,31

566 Sleep 500

567

568 R15 = CDbl( MeasureCh2 ())

569

570 I15 = current

571 V15 = voltage

572
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573 Call ibwrt(dev12 , "CHAN 8") ’R13 ,24

574 Sleep 500

575

576 R16 = CDbl( MeasureCh2 ())

577

578 I16 = current

579 V16 = voltage

580 End If

581

582 ’Call ibwrt(dev12 , "BUFR OFF ")

583 Call ibwrt(dev12 , "CHAN 0")

584

585 Call ibwrt(dev12 , "’xxzzy ’")

586 Call ibwrt(dev12 , "CONN 3, ’zzxxy ’") ’connect to sim card

in slot 3

587 Call ibwrt(dev12 , "TERM EOI")

588 ’Call ibwrt(dev12 , "BUFR ON")

589 Call ibwrt(dev12 , "*IDN?")

590 Call ibrd(dev12 , iDN)

591 Debug.Print iDN

592

593 If VDPcheck = 0 Then

594 Sleep 5000

595 Call ibwrt(dev12 , "CHAN 1") ’R67 ,14

596 Sleep 100

597 ’Call ibwrt(dev12 , "BUFR ON")

598 Sleep 5000

599

600 R17 = CDbl( MeasureCh2 ())

601 I17 = current

602 V17 = voltage
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603

604 Sleep 500

605 Call ibwrt(dev12 , "CHAN 2") ’R67 ,23

606 Sleep 500

607 R18 = CDbl( MeasureCh2 ())

608 I18 = current

609 V18 = voltage

610

611 Call ibwrt(dev12 , "CHAN 3") ’R67 ,12

612 Sleep 500

613 R19 = CDbl( MeasureCh2 ())

614 I19 = current

615 V19 = voltage

616

617 Call ibwrt(dev12 , "CHAN 4") ’R67 ,43

618 Sleep 500

619 R20 = CDbl( MeasureCh2 ())

620 I20 = current

621 V20 = voltage

622

623 Call ibwrt(dev12 , "CHAN 5") ’R67 ,13

624 Sleep 500

625 R21 = CDbl( MeasureCh2 ())

626 I21 = current

627 V21 = voltage

628

629 Call ibwrt(dev12 , "CHAN 6") ’R67 ,24

630 Sleep 500

631

632 R22 = CDbl( MeasureCh2 ())

633 I22 = current
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634 V22 = voltage

635 End If

636

637 ’Call ibwrt(dev12 , "BUFR OFF ")

638

639 Call ibwrt(dev12 , "CHAN 0")

640

641 Rs = iterations (Rm , Rn)

642

643

644 fs. Writeline (CStr( curTemp ) + ", " + CStr( curField ) + ",

" + CStr(Rs) + ", " + CStr(R1) + ", " + CStr(R2) + ", " + CStr

(R3) + ", " _

645 & CStr(R4) + ", " + CStr(R5) + ", " + CStr(R6) + ", " +

CStr(R7) + ", " + CStr(R8) + ", " + CStr(R9) + ", " + CStr(R10

) + ", " _

646 & CStr(R11) + ", " + CStr(R12) + ", " + CStr(R13) + ", "

+ CStr(R14) + ", " + CStr(R15) + ", " + CStr(R16) + ", " +

CStr(I1) + ", " _

647 & CStr(V1) + ", " + CStr(I2) + ", " + CStr(V2) + ", " +

CStr(I3) + ", " + CStr(V3) + ", " + CStr(I4) + ", " + CStr(V4)

+ ", " _

648 & CStr(I5) + ", " + CStr(V5) + ", " + CStr(I6) + ", " +

CStr(V6) + ", " + CStr(I7) + ", " + CStr(V7) + ", " + CStr(I8)

+ ", " _

649 & CStr(V8) + ", " + CStr(I9) + ", " + CStr(V9) + ", " +

CStr(I10) + ", " + CStr(V10) + ", " + CStr(I11) + ", " + CStr(

V11) + ", " _

650 & CStr(I12) + ", " + CStr(V12) + ", " + CStr(I13) + ", "

+ CStr(V13) + ", " + CStr(I14) + ", " + CStr(V14) + ", " +

CStr(I15) + ", " _
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651 & CStr(V15) + ", " + CStr(I16) + ", " + CStr(V16) + ", "

+ CStr(R17) + ", " + CStr(R18) + ", " + CStr(R19) + ", " +

CStr(R20) + ", " _

652 & CStr(R21) + ", " + CStr(R22) + ", " + CStr(I17) + ", "

+ CStr(V17) + ", " + CStr(I18) + ", " + CStr(V18) + ", " +

CStr(I19) + ", " _

653 & CStr(V19) + ", " + CStr(I20) + ", " + CStr(V20) + ", "

+ CStr(I21) + ", " + CStr(V21) + ", " + CStr(I22) + ", " +

CStr(V22))

654

655

656 If Hconst .value <> 1 Then

657 fsHall . Writeline (CStr( curTemp ) + ", " + CStr(

curField ) + ", " + CStr(Rs) + ", " + CStr(V9) + ", " + CStr(

V10) + ", " + CStr(V11) + ", " _

658 & CStr(V12) + ", " + CStr(V13) + ", " + CStr(V14) + "

, " + CStr(V15) + ", " + CStr(V16))

659 End If

660 If H = "0" Then

661 zfres = Rs

662 End If

663

664 If Hcon = "NO" Then

665

666 ’ If q = -1 Then

667 ’ H = CStr(CLng(H) - CLng( stepField ))

668 ’End If

669

670 ’If q = 1 Then

671 ’ H = CStr(CLng(H) + CLng( stepField ))

672 ’End If
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673 ’If CLng(H) < startField Then

674 ’ fieldPause = 1

675 ’ H = CStr( stepField )

676 ’ q = 1

677 ’End If

678 H = CStr(CLng(H) + CLng( stepField ))

679 ’hprev = H

680 End If

681 Next FIELDs

682 If Hcon = "NO" Then

683 Call FieldSet (0)

684 End If

685 T = T - stepTemp

686 If T = ( endTemp - stepTemp ) Then

687 Call FieldSet (0)

688 Call TEMPSET (30)

689 End If

690

691 If Hconst .value <> 1 Then

692 Hallcalc (zfres)

693 SymAntisym

694 Set fsHall = fso. CreateTextFile ("C:\ Users\PPMS WEST\

Documents \ VDP_NL_Data \Hall voltages \" & dataFile & " hall " &

".txt"", False)

695 End If

696

697

698

699 q = -1

700 H = startField

701 Next TEMPs
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702

703

704 Terminate ’Set ’s PPMS to zero field and 30 K to conserve Helium

705

706 End Sub

707 Private Function iterations (Rm , Rn) As Double

708 Const Pi As Double = 3.14159265358979

709 Dim Zi As Double

710 Dim Zprev As Double

711 Dim Yi As Double

712 Dim i As Integer

713 Dim n As Integer

714 Dim Ra As Double

715 Dim Rb As Double

716

717 Zprev = 0

718 Ra = Rm

719 Rb = Rn

720 Zi = 2 * Log (2) / (Pi * (Ra + Rb))

721

722 n = 0

723

724 Do While Abs ((Zi - Zprev) / Zi) > 0.0005 And (Zi - Zprev) /

Zi <> 0

725 Zprev = Zi

726 Yi = Exp(-Pi * Zprev * Ra) + Exp(-Pi * Zprev * Rb)

727 If (Ra * Exp(-Pi * Zprev * Ra) + Rb * Exp(-Pi * Zprev *

Rb)) = 0 Then

728 Ra = 5

729 End If
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730 Zi = Zprev - ((1 - Yi) / Pi) / (Ra * Exp(-Pi * Zprev * Ra

) + Rb * Exp(-Pi * Zprev * Rb))

731

732 If Zi < 0 Then

733 Zi = 0.0000001

734 End If

735 n = n + 1

736 ’Debug.Print n

737 ’Debug.Print Zi

738 ’Debug.Print Zprev

739 ’Debug.Print Yi

740 If n > 100000 Then

741 Exit Do

742 End If

743

744 Loop

745 iterations = 1 / Zi

746 End Function

747

748 Private Sub Hallcalc (zfres)

749

750 Dim n1 As Double

751 Dim n2 As Double

752 Dim ns1 As Double

753 Dim mu1 As Double

754 Dim Rh1 As Double

755 Dim Vh1 As Double

756 Dim ns2 As Double

757 Dim mu2 As Double

758 Dim Rh2 As Double

759 Dim Vh2 As Double
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760 Dim Vc1 As Double

761 Dim Vc2 As Double

762 Dim Vd1 As Double

763 Dim Vd2 As Double

764 Dim Ve1 As Double

765 Dim Ve2 As Double

766 Dim Vf1 As Double

767 Dim Vf2 As Double

768 Dim V9 As String

769 Dim V10 As String

770 Dim V11 As String

771 Dim V12 As String

772 Dim V13 As String

773 Dim V14 As String

774 Dim V15 As String

775 Dim V16 As String

776 Dim symRes As Double

777 Dim j, k As Integer

778 Dim Field6 (9) As Double

779 Dim zfR As Double

780 Dim valNegative (9) As Double

781 Dim valPositive (9) As Double

782 Dim i As Integer

783 Dim myline As String

784

785

786 zfR = zfres

787

788

789 k = 0

790
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791 Dim DataLineNumber As Integer

792 DataLineNumber = 1

793 Do While k < ( fieldTrials - 1) / 2

794 Open "C:\ Users\PPMS WEST\ Documents \ VDP_NL_Data \Hall voltages

\" & dataFile & " hall " & ".txt"" For Input As #100

795

796 i = 1

797 Do While i < DataLineNumber

798 Line Input #100 , myline

799 i = i + 1

800 Loop

801 DataLineNumber = DataLineNumber + 1

802

803 Input #100 , curTemp , curField , Rs , V9 , V10 , V11 , V12 , V13 ,

V14 , V15 , V16

804

805

806 valNegative (0) = CDbl( curField )

807 valNegative (1) = CDbl(Rs)

808 valNegative (2) = CDbl(V9)

809 valNegative (3) = CDbl(V10)

810 valNegative (4) = CDbl(V11)

811 valNegative (5) = CDbl(V12)

812 valNegative (6) = CDbl(V13)

813 valNegative (7) = CDbl(V14)

814 valNegative (8) = CDbl(V15)

815 valNegative (9) = CDbl(V16)

816

817 Close #100

818

819
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820 Open "C:\ Users\PPMS WEST\ Documents \ VDP_NL_Data \Hall voltages

\" & dataFile & " hall " & ".txt"" For Input As #100

821

822 j = 0

823 Do While j < ( fieldTrials - 1) - (k)

824 Line Input #100 , myline

825 j = j + 1

826 Loop

827

828 Input #100 , curTemp , curField , Rs , V9 , V10 , V11 , V12 , V13 ,

V14 , V15 , V16

829

830 valPositive (0) = CDbl( curField )

831 valPositive (1) = CDbl(Rs)

832 valPositive (2) = CDbl(V9)

833 valPositive (3) = CDbl(V10)

834 valPositive (4) = CDbl(V11)

835 valPositive (5) = CDbl(V12)

836 valPositive (6) = CDbl(V13)

837 valPositive (7) = CDbl(V14)

838 valPositive (8) = CDbl(V15)

839 valPositive (9) = CDbl(V16)

840

841 Vc1 = valPositive (9) - valNegative (9)

842 Vc2 = valPositive (6) - valNegative (6)

843 Vd1 = valPositive (2) - valNegative (2)

844 Vd2 = valPositive (5) - valNegative (5)

845 Ve2 = valPositive (4) - valNegative (4)

846 Ve1 = valPositive (3) - valNegative (3)

847 Vf2 = valPositive (7) - valNegative (7)

848 Vf1 = valPositive (8) - valNegative (8)
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849 symRes = ( valPositive (1) + valNegative (1)) / 2

850

851

852 ns1 = (1 / (100 ^ 2)) * ( current * 10 ^ -6) * ( valPositive (0)

/ (10 ^ 4)) / ((1.602 * 10 ^ -19) * (Vc1 + Vd1 + Ve1 + Vf1))

’ cm^-2

853 ns2 = (1 / (100 ^ 2)) * ( current * 10 ^ -6) * ( valPositive (0)

/ (10 ^ 4)) / ((1.602 * 10 ^ -19) * (Vc2 + Vd2 + Ve2 + Vf2))

854 mu1 = (1 / ((1.602 * 10 ^ -19) * ns1 * symRes ))

855 mu2 = (1 / ((1.602 * 10 ^ -19) * ns2 * symRes ))

856 n1 = ns1 / CDbl( thickness ) ’cm^-3

857 n2 = ns2 / CDbl( thickness )

858 Rh1 = 1 / (n1 * (1.602 * 10 ^ -19)) ’ cm^3 / C

859 Rh2 = 1 / (n2 * (1.602 * 10 ^ -19)) ’ cm^3 / C

860 Vh1 = Rh1 * (CDbl( current ) * 10 ^ -6) * ( valPositive (0) / (10

^ 4)) / CDbl( thickness ) ’ Volts

861 Vh2 = Rh2 * (CDbl( current ) * 10 ^ -6) * ( valPositive (0) / (10

^ 4)) / CDbl( thickness ) ’ Volts

862

863

864 fsR. Writeline (CStr( curTemp ) + ", " + CStr( valPositive (0)) +

", " + CStr( symRes ) + ", " + CStr(n1) + ", " + CStr(n2) + ", "

+ CStr(mu1) + ", " + CStr(mu2) + ", " + CStr(Rh1) + ", " +

CStr(Rh2) + ", " + CStr(Vh1) + ", " + CStr(Vh2))

865 Close #100

866

867 k = k + 1

868 Loop

869

870

871 fsHall .Close
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872 Kill "C:\ Users\PPMS WEST\ Documents \ VDP_NL_Data \Hall voltages

\" & dataFile & " hall " & ".txt""

873

874 End Sub

875 Private Sub SymAntisym ()

876 Dim Temp , H, Rs , R1 , R2 , R3 , R4 , R5 , R6 , R7 , R8 , R9 , R10 , R11 ,

R12 , R13 , R14 , R15 , R16 , R17 , R18 , R19 , R20 , R21 , R22 As

String

877 Dim valNegative (25) As Double

878 Dim valPositive (25) As Double

879 Dim i As Integer

880 Dim j As Integer

881 Dim myline As String

882

883 Dim n As String

884

885 Dim m As Integer

886 Dim k As Integer

887 k = 0

888

889

890 Dim DataLineNumber As Integer

891 DataLineNumber = 1

892 Do While k < ( fieldTrials - 1) / 2

893 Open "C:\ Users\PPMS WEST\ Documents \ VDP_NL_Data \ RawData \" &

dataFile & " raw data " & Date$ & ".txt"" For Input As #100

894 m = 0

895 Do While m < 5

896 Line Input #100 , myline

897 m = m + 1

898 Loop
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899 i = 1

900 Do While i < DataLineNumber

901 Line Input #100 , myline

902 i = i + 1

903 Loop

904 DataLineNumber = DataLineNumber + 1

905 Input #100 , Temp , H, Rs , R1 , R2 , R3 , R4 , R5 , R6 , R7 , R8 , R9 ,

R10 , R11 , R12 , R13 , R14 , R15 , R16 , n, n, n, n, n, n, n, n, n,

n, n, n, n, n, n, n, n, n, n, n, n, n, n, n, n, n, n, n, n, n,

n, n, R17 , R18 , R19 , R20 , R21 , R22 , n, n, n, n, n, n, n, n, n

, n, n, n

906

907 valNegative (0) = CDbl(Temp)

908 valNegative (1) = Abs(CDbl(H))

909 valNegative (2) = CDbl(Rs)

910 valNegative (3) = CDbl(R1)

911 valNegative (4) = CDbl(R2)

912 valNegative (5) = CDbl(R3)

913 valNegative (6) = CDbl(R4)

914 valNegative (7) = CDbl(R5)

915 valNegative (8) = CDbl(R6)

916 valNegative (9) = CDbl(R7)

917 valNegative (10) = CDbl(R8)

918 valNegative (11) = CDbl(R9)

919 valNegative (12) = CDbl(R10)

920 valNegative (13) = CDbl(R11)

921 valNegative (14) = CDbl(R12)

922 valNegative (15) = CDbl(R13)

923 valNegative (16) = CDbl(R14)

924 valNegative (17) = CDbl(R15)

925 valNegative (18) = CDbl(R16)
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926 valNegative (19) = CDbl(R17)

927 valNegative (20) = CDbl(R18)

928 valNegative (21) = CDbl(R19)

929 valNegative (22) = CDbl(R20)

930 valNegative (23) = CDbl(R21)

931 valNegative (24) = CDbl(R22)

932 Close #100

933

934 Open "C:\ Users\PPMS WEST\ Documents \ VDP_NL_Data \ RawData \" &

dataFile & " raw data " & Date$ & ".txt"" For Input As #100

935 m = 0

936 Do While m < 5

937 Line Input #100 , myline

938 m = m + 1

939 Loop

940 j = 0

941 Do While j < ( fieldTrials - 1) - (k)

942 Line Input #100 , myline

943 j = j + 1

944 Loop

945

946 Input #100 , Temp , H, Rs , R1 , R2 , R3 , R4 , R5 , R6 , R7 , R8 , R9 ,

R10 , R11 , R12 , R13 , R14 , R15 , R16 , n, n, n, n, n, n, n, n, n,

n, n, n, n, n, n, n, n, n, n, n, n, n, n, n, n, n, n, n, n, n,

n, n, R17 , R18 , R19 , R20 , R21 , R22 , n, n, n, n, n, n, n, n, n

, n, n, n

947

948 valPositive (0) = CDbl(Temp)

949 valPositive (1) = Abs(CDbl(H))

950 valPositive (2) = CDbl(Rs)

951 valPositive (3) = CDbl(R1)
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952 valPositive (4) = CDbl(R2)

953 valPositive (5) = CDbl(R3)

954 valPositive (6) = CDbl(R4)

955 valPositive (7) = CDbl(R5)

956 valPositive (8) = CDbl(R6)

957 valPositive (9) = CDbl(R7)

958 valPositive (10) = CDbl(R8)

959 valPositive (11) = CDbl(R9)

960 valPositive (12) = CDbl(R10)

961 valPositive (13) = CDbl(R11)

962 valPositive (14) = CDbl(R12)

963 valPositive (15) = CDbl(R13)

964 valPositive (16) = CDbl(R14)

965 valPositive (17) = CDbl(R15)

966 valPositive (18) = CDbl(R16)

967 valPositive (19) = CDbl(R17)

968 valPositive (20) = CDbl(R18)

969 valPositive (21) = CDbl(R19)

970 valPositive (22) = CDbl(R20)

971 valPositive (23) = CDbl(R21)

972 valPositive (24) = CDbl(R22)

973

974 Close #100

975

976 Temp = CStr (( valPositive (0) + valNegative (0)) / 2)

977 H = CStr( valPositive (1))

978 Rs = CStr (( valPositive (2) - valNegative (2)) / 2)

979 R1 = CStr (( valPositive (3) - valNegative (3)) / 2)

980 R2 = CStr (( valPositive (4) - valNegative (4)) / 2)

981 R3 = CStr (( valPositive (5) - valNegative (5)) / 2)

982 R4 = CStr (( valPositive (6) - valNegative (6)) / 2)
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983 R5 = CStr (( valPositive (7) - valNegative (7)) / 2)

984 R6 = CStr (( valPositive (8) - valNegative (8)) / 2)

985 R7 = CStr (( valPositive (9) - valNegative (9)) / 2)

986 R8 = CStr (( valPositive (10) - valNegative (10)) / 2)

987 R9 = CStr (( valPositive (11) - valNegative (11)) / 2)

988 R10 = CStr (( valPositive (12) - valNegative (12)) / 2)

989 R11 = CStr (( valPositive (13) - valNegative (13)) / 2)

990 R12 = CStr (( valPositive (14) - valNegative (14)) / 2)

991 R13 = CStr (( valPositive (15) - valNegative (15)) / 2)

992 R14 = CStr (( valPositive (16) - valNegative (16)) / 2)

993 R15 = CStr (( valPositive (17) - valNegative (17)) / 2)

994 R16 = CStr (( valPositive (18) - valNegative (18)) / 2)

995 R17 = CStr (( valPositive (19) - valNegative (19)) / 2)

996 R18 = CStr (( valPositive (20) - valNegative (20)) / 2)

997 R19 = CStr (( valPositive (21) - valNegative (21)) / 2)

998 R20 = CStr (( valPositive (22) - valNegative (22)) / 2)

999 R21 = CStr (( valPositive (23) - valNegative (23)) / 2)

1000 R22 = CStr (( valPositive (24) - valNegative (24)) / 2)

1001

1002

1003

1004 fsAnti . Writeline (Temp + ", " + H + ", " + Rs + ", " + R1 + "

, " + R2 + ", " + R3 + ", " + R4 + ", " + R5 + ", " + R6 + ",

" _

1005 & R7 + ", " + R8 + ", " + R9 + ", " + R10 + "

, " + R11 + ", " + R12 + ", " + R13 + ", " + R14 + ", " + R15

+ ", " _

1006 & R16 + ", " + R17 + ", " + R18 + ", " + R19

+ ", " + R20 + ", " + R21 + ", " + R22)

1007

1008
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1009 Temp = CStr (( valPositive (0) + valNegative (0)) / 2)

1010 H = CStr( valPositive (1))

1011 Rs = CStr (( valPositive (2) + valNegative (2)) / 2)

1012 R1 = CStr (( valPositive (3) + valNegative (3)) / 2)

1013 R2 = CStr (( valPositive (4) + valNegative (4)) / 2)

1014 R3 = CStr (( valPositive (5) + valNegative (5)) / 2)

1015 R4 = CStr (( valPositive (6) + valNegative (6)) / 2)

1016 R5 = CStr (( valPositive (7) + valNegative (7)) / 2)

1017 R6 = CStr (( valPositive (8) + valNegative (8)) / 2)

1018 R7 = CStr (( valPositive (9) + valNegative (9)) / 2)

1019 R8 = CStr (( valPositive (10) + valNegative (10)) / 2)

1020 R9 = CStr (( valPositive (11) + valNegative (11)) / 2)

1021 R10 = CStr (( valPositive (12) + valNegative (12)) / 2)

1022 R11 = CStr (( valPositive (13) + valNegative (13)) / 2)

1023 R12 = CStr (( valPositive (14) + valNegative (14)) / 2)

1024 R13 = CStr (( valPositive (15) + valNegative (15)) / 2)

1025 R14 = CStr (( valPositive (16) + valNegative (16)) / 2)

1026 R15 = CStr (( valPositive (17) + valNegative (17)) / 2)

1027 R16 = CStr (( valPositive (18) + valNegative (18)) / 2)

1028 R17 = CStr (( valPositive (19) + valNegative (19)) / 2)

1029 R18 = CStr (( valPositive (20) + valNegative (20)) / 2)

1030 R19 = CStr (( valPositive (21) + valNegative (21)) / 2)

1031 R20 = CStr (( valPositive (22) + valNegative (22)) / 2)

1032 R21 = CStr (( valPositive (23) + valNegative (23)) / 2)

1033 R22 = CStr (( valPositive (24) + valNegative (24)) / 2)

1034

1035 fsSym. Writeline (Temp + ", " + H + ", " + Rs + ", " + R1 + ",

" + R2 + ", " + R3 + ", " + R4 + ", " + R5 + ", " + R6 + ", "

_

1036 & R7 + ", " + R8 + ", " + R9 + ", " + R10 + "

, " + R11 + ", " + R12 + ", " + R13 + ", " + R14 + ", " + R15
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+ ", " _

1037 & R16 + ", " + R17 + ", " + R18 + ", " + R19

+ ", " + R20 + ", " + R21 + ", " + R22)

1038

1039

1040

1041 k = k + 1

1042 Loop

1043

1044 End Sub

1045

1046 Private Sub FieldSet (H)

1047 ’sets the PPMS field in Gauss

1048 Sleep 500

1049 Dim msg As String

1050 msg = "FIELD " & CStr(H) & " 200 0"

1051

1052 SendPPMS (msg)

1053 ’Call ibwrt(dev15 , msg)

1054

1055 End Sub

1056

1057 Private Sub TEMPSET (T)

1058 ’sets PPMS temperature in K

1059

1060 Dim msg As String

1061 msg = "TEMP " & CStr(T) & " 10 0"

1062 SendPPMS (msg)

1063

1064

1065 End Sub
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1066

1067 Private Sub Terminate ()

1068 Dim msg As String

1069 msg = "FIELD 0 200 0 0"

1070

1071 SendPPMS (msg)

1072 Sleep 5000

1073 msg = "TEMP 30 10 0"

1074 SendPPMS (msg)

1075

1076 ’Call ibonl(dev15 , 0)

1077 Close

1078

1079 End Sub

1080

1081 Private Sub checkth (T, H, TEMPCHANGED , temptol , BFLG)

1082 ’****** THIS SUB CHECKS THE TEMPERATURE AND FIELD EVERY 5 SECONDS

1083 ’****** WHEN THE SYSTEM HAS REACHED THE VALUES INTENDED FOR 2

1084 ’****** CONSECUTIVE MINUTES THE SUB IS EXITED

1085 ’tempchanged = 1 indicates an extra minute of waiting after

1086 ’the temperature has been reached

1087 Dim fieldtol As Integer

1088 Dim i As Integer

1089 Dim j As Integer

1090 Dim msg As String

1091

1092 DoEvents

1093

1094 doneflag = 0

1095 fieldtol = 60 ’ GAUSS VARIATION ALLOWED IN FIELD

1096 relaxloop = 25 ’loop through 25 times to let relax
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1097

1098 Do While doneflag < relaxloop

1099 commaflag = 0

1100 FIELDs = ""

1101 TEMPs = ""

1102 i = 0

1103

1104 msg = " GETDAT ? 6 0"

1105 dta = SendPPMS (msg)

1106

1107 Do While commaflag <> 1000 And i < 1000

1108 i = i + 1

1109 tester = Mid(dta , i, 1)

1110 If tester <> "," And tester <> ";" Then

1111 If commaflag = 3 Then

1112 FIELDs = FIELDs & tester

1113 curField = FIELDs

1114 End If

1115 If commaflag = 2 Then

1116 TEMPs = TEMPs & tester

1117 curTemp = TEMPs

1118 End If

1119 End If

1120

1121 If tester = ";" Then commaflag = 1000

1122 If tester = "," Then commaflag = 1 + commaflag

1123

1124

1125 Loop

1126

1127 If i > 990 Then Label8 . Caption = "Error reading PPMS"
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1128

1129 fielder = Abs(Val( FIELDs ) - H)

1130 temper = Abs(Val(TEMPs) - T)

1131

1132 Label8 . Caption = CStr( fielder ) & ", " & CStr( temper ) & ", " &

CStr( doneflag )

1133 DoEvents

1134

1135 If ( temper < temptol ) And ( fielder < fieldtol ) Then

1136 doneflag = doneflag + 1

1137 Else

1138 doneflag = 0

1139 End If

1140

1141 Loop

1142

1143

1144

1145 blank:

1146 Label8 . Caption = " "

1147

1148 DoEvents

1149 Sleep 12000

1150 End Sub

1151

1152

1153

1154 Private Function MeasureCh1 () As String

1155 DoEvents

1156

1157
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1158 Label7 . Caption = " "

1159 Label7 . Refresh

1160 commaflag = 0

1161 Ch1Res = ""

1162 i = 0

1163

1164 mes = " GETDAT ? 16 0"

1165 Call ibwrt(dev15 , mes)

1166

1167 For k = 1 To 1000

1168 Next k

1169

1170 Call ibrd(dev15 , dta2)

1171 Debug.Print dta2

1172

1173 For k = 1 To 4000

1174 Next k

1175

1176 ’Checks string returned from GETDAT and measures resisitivity

once more if not correct

1177 tester = Mid(dta2 , 1, 3)

1178 If tester <> "16," Then

1179

1180 For k = 1 To 5000

1181 Next k

1182

1183 mes = " GETDAT ? 16 0"

1184 Call ibwrt(dev15 , mes)

1185

1186 For k = 1 To 1000

1187 Next k
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1188

1189 Call ibrd(dev15 , dta2)

1190 Debug.Print "Error reading string from PPMS. Re - measuring

resistivity ."

1191 Debug.Print dta2

1192

1193 For k = 1 To 4000

1194 Next k

1195

1196 End If

1197 ’

1198 Do While commaflag <> 1000 And i < 1000

1199 i = i + 1

1200 tester = Mid(dta2 , i, 1)

1201 If tester <> "," And tester <> ";" Then

1202 If commaflag = 2 Then Ch1Res = Ch1Res & tester

1203 End If

1204

1205 If tester = ";" Then commaflag = 1000

1206 If tester = "," Then commaflag = 1 + commaflag

1207

1208 Loop

1209 If i > 990 Then Label7 . Caption = "Error reading resistance

from PPMS"

1210 Label7 . Refresh

1211 MeasureCh1 = Ch1Res

1212

1213 End Function

1214

1215 Private Function MeasureCh2 () As String

1216 Dim m As Integer
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1217 Dim Ch2Res As String

1218 Dim i As Integer

1219 Dim k As Integer

1220 Dim msg As String

1221 Dim count As Integer

1222 count = 25

1223 m = 0

1224 Dim value As Double

1225 Dim curVal As Double

1226 value = 0

1227 curVal = 0

1228 Dim f As Integer

1229 f = 0

1230 Do While f < 5

1231 msg = " GETDAT ? 192 0"

1232 dta2 = SendPPMS (msg)

1233 Debug.Print dta2

1234 f = f + 1

1235 Loop

1236

1237 Do While m < 25

1238

1239 Label7 . Caption = " "

1240 Label7 . Refresh

1241 commaflag = 0

1242 Ch2Res = ""

1243 current = ""

1244 voltage = ""

1245 i = 0

1246

1247
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1248 msg = " GETDAT ? 192 0"

1249 dta2 = SendPPMS (msg)

1250 Debug.Print dta2

1251 ’Checks string returned from GETDAT and measures resisitivity

once more if not correct

1252 tester = Mid(dta2 , 1, 4)

1253 If tester <> "192," Then

1254

1255 msg = " GETDAT ? 192 0"

1256 dta2 = SendPPMS (msg)

1257

1258 Debug.Print "Error reading string from PPMS. Re - measuring

resistivity ."

1259 Debug.Print dta2

1260

1261 End If

1262 ’

1263 Do While commaflag <> 1000 And i < 1000

1264 i = i + 1

1265 tester = Mid(dta2 , i, 1)

1266 If tester <> "," And tester <> ";" Then

1267 If commaflag = 2 Then Ch2Res = Ch2Res & tester

1268 End If

1269

1270 If tester = ";" Then commaflag = 1000

1271 If tester = "," Then commaflag = 1 + commaflag

1272

1273 If tester <> "," And tester <> ";" Then

1274 If commaflag = 3 Then current = current & tester

1275 End If

1276 Loop
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1277 If i > 990 Then Label2 . Caption = "Error reading resistance

from PPMS"

1278 Label7 . Refresh

1279

1280 If Ch2Res = "" Then

1281 Ch2Res = "0"

1282 count = count - 1

1283 End If

1284

1285 ’Debug .Print CDbl( Ch2Res )

1286 value = value + CDbl( Ch2Res )

1287 If current = "" Then

1288 current = "0"

1289 End If

1290 curVal = curVal + CDbl( current )

1291 m = m + 1

1292 Loop

1293 ’Debug .Print CDbl( Ch2Res )

1294 ’Debug .Print CDbl(value)

1295 ’Debug .Print CDbl(count)

1296 ’Debug .Print CStr(value / count)

1297

1298 MeasureCh2 = CDbl(value / CDbl(count))

1299 ’Debug .Print MeasureCh2

1300 current = CStr( curVal / CDbl(count))

1301 voltage = CStr(CDbl (( current * 10 ^ -6)) * CDbl( MeasureCh2 ))

1302

1303 End Function

1304

1305 %\ end{ verbatim }
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A.2 Python Plotting Code

1

2

3 # import Matplotlib graphing package

4 % matplotlib inline

5 % matplotlib notebook

6 import matplotlib as mpl

7

8 from matplotlib import pyplot as plt #this is the traditional

method

9 plt.style.use(’seaborn - whitegrid ’)

10 # import numerical Python Spackage

11 import numpy as np

12

13

14 # import data packing routine for object arrays

15 import pickle

16

17 # file_folder = ’calibrations /’

18 file_folder = ’C:/ Users/PPMS WEST/ Documents / VDP_NL_Data / RawData /’

19 # must update file name for current measurement !

20 file_name = ’checked raw data 06 -04 -2021. txt ’

21 data_file = file_folder + file_name

22

23 T, H, Rs , R_1243 , R_4312 , R_2314 , R_3241 , R_3421 , R_2134 , R_4132 ,

R_1423 , R_1342 , R_4213 , R_2413 , R_3142 , R_3124 , R_2431 ,

R_4231 , R_1324 , R_6714 , R_6723 , R_6712 , R_6743 , R_6713 , R_6724

= np. loadtxt (data_file , delimiter =’,’, skiprows = 5, usecols

= (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16,

17, 18, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56) , unpack = True)
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24

25 % matplotlib notebook

26

27 fig , ax = plt. subplots (1,2, figsize =(13 ,8))

28 xs = [H,T]

29 ys = [Rs , Rs]

30 ls = [’S’,’S’]

31 for i, y_ax in enumerate (ys):

32 cols = ’C’+str(i)

33 plt. subplot ((121+ i))

34 plt.plot(xs[i], ys[i], ’-o’, color = cols , markersize =3,

linewidth =0.5)

35 plt.title("$R_{"+ls[i]+"}$")

36 if i == 0:

37 plt. xlabel (’ Field [G]’, fontsize = 12)

38 if i == 1:

39 plt. xlabel (’ Temperature [K]’, fontsize = 12)

40 if i == 0:

41 plt. ylabel (’Resistance [$\ Omega$ ]’, fontsize = 12)

42 plt. yticks (size = 10)

43 plt. xticks (size = 10)

44 plt. subplots_adjust (top =0.86 , bottom =0.13 , left =0.1 , right

=0.95 , hspace =0.35 , wspace =0.3)

45 plt. suptitle (’Sheet Resistance vs Field and Temperature ’)

46 plt.grid(True)

47

48

49 fig , ax = plt. subplots (2,4, figsize =(13 , 8))

50

51 ys = [R_1243 , R_4312 , R_2314 , R_3241 , R_3421 , R_2134 , R_4132 ,

R_1423 ]
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52 ls = [’1243 ’,’4312 ’,’2314 ’, ’3241 ’, ’3421 ’, ’2134 ’, ’4132 ’, ’1423

’]

53

54 for i, y_ax in enumerate (ys):

55 cols = ’C’+str(i)

56 plt. subplot ((241+ i))

57 plt.plot(H, ys[i], ’-o’, color = cols , markersize =2,

linewidth =0.5)

58 plt.title("$R_{"+ls[i]+"}$")

59 if i > 3:

60 plt. xlabel (’ Field [G]’, fontsize = 12)

61 if i == 0 or i == 4:

62 plt. ylabel (’Resistance [$\ Omega$ ]’, fontsize = 12)

63 plt. yticks (size = 10)

64 plt. xticks (size = 10)

65 plt. subplots_adjust (top =0.86 , bottom =0.13 , left =0.1 , right

=0.95 , hspace =0.35 , wspace =0.3)

66 plt. suptitle (’Van der Pauw Raw Data Resistances ’)

67 plt.grid(True)

68

69 fig , ax = plt. subplots (2,4, figsize =(13 , 8))

70

71 ys = [ R_1342 , R_4213 , R_2413 , R_3142 , R_3124 , R_2431 , R_4231 ,

R_1324 ]

72 ls = [’1342 ’,’4213 ’,’2413 ’, ’3142 ’, ’3124 ’, ’2431 ’, ’4231 ’, ’1324

’]

73

74 for i, y_ax in enumerate (ys):

75 cols = ’C’+str(i)

76 plt. subplot ((241+ i))

77 plt.plot(H, ys[i], ’-o’, color = cols , markersize =2,
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linewidth =0.5)

78 plt.title("$R_{"+ls[i]+"}$")

79 if i > 3:

80 plt. xlabel (’ Field [G]’, fontsize = 12)

81 if i == 0 or i == 4:

82 plt. ylabel (’Resistance [$\ Omega$ ]’, fontsize = 12)

83 plt. yticks (size = 10)

84 plt. xticks (size = 10)

85 plt. subplots_adjust (top =0.86 , bottom =0.13 , left =0.1 , right

=.95 , hspace =0.35 , wspace =0.3)

86 plt. suptitle (’Hall Configuration Raw Data Resistances ’)

87 plt.grid(True)

88

89 plt.show ()

90

91

92

93 fig , ax = plt. subplots (2,3, figsize =(17 , 17))

94

95 ys = [ R_6714 , R_6723 , R_6712 , R_6743 , R_6713 , R_6724 ]

96 ls = [’6714 ’,’6723 ’,’6712 ’, ’6743 ’, ’6713 ’, ’6724 ’]

97

98 for i, y_ax in enumerate (ys):

99 cols = ’C’+str(i)

100 plt. subplot ((231+ i))

101 plt.plot(H, ys[i], ’-o’, color = cols , markersize =2,

linewidth =0.5)

102 plt.title("$R_{"+ls[i]+"}$")

103 if i > 2:

104 plt. xlabel (’ Field [G]’, fontsize = 12)

105 if i == 0 or i == 3:
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106 plt. ylabel (’Resistance [$\ Omega$ ]’, fontsize = 12)

107 plt. yticks (size = 10)

108 plt. xticks (size = 10)

109 plt. subplots_adjust (top =0.86 , bottom =0.13 , left =0.1 , right

=.95 , hspace =0.4 , wspace =0.3)

110 plt. suptitle (’NL Configuration Raw Data Resistances ’)

111 plt.grid(True)

112

113 plt.show ()

114

115 # file_folder = ’calibrations /’

116 file_folder = ’C:/ Users/PPMS WEST/ Documents / VDP_NL_Data /

ProcessedData /’

117 # must update file name for current measurement !

118 file_name = ’checked 06 -04 -2021. txt ’

119 data_file = file_folder + file_name

120

121 To , Ho , Rso , n1 , n2 , mu1 , mu2 , Rh1 , Rh2 , Hv1 , Hv2 = np. loadtxt (

data_file , delimiter =’,’, skiprows = 1, usecols = (0, 1, 2, 3,

4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10) , unpack = True)

122

123

124 % matplotlib notebook

125

126 fig , ax = plt. subplots (1,2, figsize =(13 , 8))

127 xs = [Ho ,To]

128 ys = [Rso , Rso]

129 ls = [’S’,’S’]

130 for i, y_ax in enumerate (ys):

131 cols = ’C’+str(i)

132 plt. subplot ((121+ i))
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133 plt.plot(xs[i], ys[i],’-o’, color = cols , markersize =2,

linewidth =0.5)

134 plt.title("$R_{"+ls[i]+"}$")

135 if i == 0:

136 plt. xlabel (’ Field [G]’, fontsize = 12)

137 plt. ylabel (’Resistance [$\ Omega$ ]’, fontsize = 12)

138 if i == 1:

139 plt. xlabel (’ Temperature [K]’, fontsize = 12)

140 plt. yticks (size = 8)

141 plt. xticks (size = 8)

142 plt. subplots_adjust (top =0.86 , bottom =0.13 , left =0.1 , right

=0.95 , hspace =0.35 , wspace =0.3)

143 plt. suptitle (’Sheet Resistance vs Field and Temperature ’)

144 plt.grid(True)

145

146

147 fig , ax = plt. subplots (4,2, figsize =(13 , 12))

148

149 ys = [n1 , n2 , mu1 , mu2 , Rh1 , Rh2 , Hv1 , Hv2 ]

150 ls = [’n_1 ’, ’n_2 ’, ’\mu_1 ’, ’\mu_2 ’, ’R_{H1}’, ’R_{H2}’, ’H_{v1}

’, ’H_{v2}’ ]

151

152 for i, y_ax in enumerate (ys):

153 cols = ’C’+str(i)

154 plt. subplot ((421+ i))

155 plt.plot(Ho , ys[i], color = cols)

156 plt.title("$"+ls[i]+"$")

157 if i > 5:

158 plt. xlabel (’ Field [G]’, fontsize = 8)

159 if i == 0 :

160 plt. ylabel (’Carrier Density [$cm ^{ -2}$]’, fontsize = 8)
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161 if i == 2 :

162 plt. ylabel (’Hall Mobility [$cm ^2/ Vs$]’, fontsize = 8)

163 if i == 4 :

164 plt. ylabel (’Hall Resistance [$\ Omega$ ]’, fontsize = 8)

165 if i == 6 :

166 plt. ylabel (’Hall Voltage [$V$]’, fontsize = 8)

167 plt. yticks (size = 8)

168 plt. xticks (size = 8)

169 plt. subplots_adjust (top =0.86 , bottom =0.13 , left =0.1 , right

=0.95 , hspace =0.4 , wspace =0.2)

170 plt. suptitle (’Van der Pauw Raw Data Resistances ’)

171 plt.grid(True)

172

173 plt.show ()
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Appendix B

Materials Synthesis

B.1 Synthesis of Y2−xBixIr2O7

Polycrystalline samples of Y2Ir2O7 were obtained via a multistep process

in closed silica ampoules. First, stoichiometric amounts of Y2O3 and IrO2 were

thoroughly mixed and pressed into a pellet. The pellet was placed in an alumina

crucible and sealed under vacuum in a silica ampoule. The ampoule was placed in

a furnace and heated to 1000oC for 48 hours. This procedure was repeated until

most of the starting material was reacted. Due to a sluggish solid state reaction,

however, no phase-pure material was obtained in this way. The next step includes

the addition of 10% excess IrO2, a top temperature of 1150oC that is slightly

higher than the melting point of IrO2, and an atmosphere of about 110 MPa

of argon. In this way, a substantial IrO2 partial pressure is established in the

ampoule, and IrO2 melting will ensure a more complete reaction. After 72 hours

of heating at this temperature, the ampoule is cooled to 1000oC, and placed into a

temperature gradient to transport excess IrO2 away from the pellet. If needed, the

process is repeated until powder X-ray diffraction indicates single-phase material
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[182].

Compared to polycrystalline Y2Ir2O7, polycrystalline Bi2Ir2O7 is easier

to synthesize since Bi2O3 has a low melting point of 817oC and acts as a flux/min-

eralizer. Mixtures of Bi2O3 and Ir with proper molar ratios are ground, pressed

into pellets, placed in alumina crucibles and heated at 1000oC for 48 hours, af-

ter which it is cooled to room temperature in the furnace. At this temperature,

IrO2 volatility is reduced sufficiently to maintain the stoichiometry. With only

a few intermediate grindings and heat treatments, single-phase polycrystalline

Bi2Ir2O7 is obtained. The synthesis method of bismuth alloyed yttrium iridates

Y2−xBixIr2O7 proceeds similarly to Bi2Ir2O7. Here, Y2O3, Bi2O3 and Ir with

proper molar ratios were used as starting materials in case for a sufficiently large

Bi2O3 content. The starting materials were ground, pressed into pellets, and

heated at 1000oC for 24 hours, followed by cooling in the furnace. The processes

of grinding and heat treatments were repeated until phase-purity was reached.

However, for small x, not enough Bi2O3 is present to ensure rapid uniform phase

formation. To overcome this limitation and synthesize Y2−xBixIr2O7 with the

desired bismuth content, Y2Ir2O7 and Bi2Ir2O7 were used as starting materials.

Mixtures of Y2Ir2O7 and Bi2Ir2O7 with proper molar ratios were ground, pressed

into pellets, placed in alumina crucibles and heated at 1000oC for 48 hours after

which they are cooled to room temperature in the furnace. To ensure that the re-

action is complete, grinding and heat treatments are repeated several times [182].
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Figure B.1: X-ray powder pattern (CuKα radiation) of polycrystalline Y2Ir2O7.
All peaks are indexed to the pyrochlore structure. The small low-angle peaks are
instrumental in origin, as has been verified in a separate measurement using the
NIST silicon powder standard SRM 640b.
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Figure B.2: X-ray powder pattern ((CuKα radiation) of polycrystalline
B2Ir2O7. All peaks are indexed to the pyrochlore structure.
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Figure B.3: Lattice parameters obtained from X-ray diffraction for the samples
studied here (filled circles), compared to those obtained by Soda et al. [17]. The
expected lattice expansion is observed to be systematic and proportional to Bi
content in the low-Bi density region (x < 0.1) of importance for the present work.
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B.2 Synthesis of CeSb

The crystals of CeSb used in this study were grown from a high temper-

ature melt utilizing a third element, in this case tin, as a flux. The elements Ce

(Ames Laboratory, 99.99%), Sb (Aesar, 99.99%) and Sn (Aesar, 99.991%) were

placed in an alumina crucible with atomic ratios of Ce : Sb : Sn = 6 : 6 : 88.

The crucible was then sealed in a partial pressure of argon in a quartz ampoule.

The melt was heated to 1150oC over 5 h, held at 1150oC for 5 h, then slowly

cooled over a period of 200 h to 800oC, at which temperature the excess flux was

decanted from the crystals.

B.3 Synthesis of SmB6

SmB6 single crystals were grown by the aluminum-flux technique with

starting composition Sm : B : Al=1:6:600. A mixture of samarium pieces (Ames

Lab), boron powder (99.99%) and aluminum shots (99.999%) were placed in a 50

ml alumina crucible and loaded in a vertical tube furnace with ultra-high-purity

Ar flow. The furnace was heated to 1450oC for 12 h followed by cooling to 1050oC

at 2oC/h. At 1050oC the furnace was shut down, and the flux was removed at

room temperature by etching with a NaOH solution. SmB6, crystallizing in the

cubic space group Pm-3m (221) with lattice parameter a = 4.13 Å [169].
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